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[1] introduction

Over recent decades, the shipping industry has been moving out of urban ports leaving 

large areas of harborfront, once cut-off from the city, open to urban development. With 

the shipping industry removed from the urban port, coastal cities around the world find 

themselves in a similar situation - large amounts of vacant waterfront landscape within 

close proximity to urban centers. Such valuable land resources, in such an influential 

area, offers incredible development opportunities, as well as many planning and design 

challenges. This leads to one of the greater urban design discussions today - ‘how do we 

transform industrial port landscapes into new urban districts that reconnect the port and 

city back together?’

Successful harborfront redevelopment begins with establishing strong visions with clear 

goals that can be achieved through strategic planning and design guidelines. Although there 

are many local factors that influence to these visions, including climate, culture, geography 

and history, there are many shared challenges that harborfront redevelopment presents. 

The regeneration of a harborfront is large and complex process and although this project 

is not meant as a comprehensive planning guide, it attempts to serve as an introduction 

and starting point to addressing key challenges during the planning process. It is the 

hopes that this project will contribute to the discussion of urban harborfront redevelopment 

for 21st century needs, by offering strategic planning tools, working examples from the 

world’s leading harborfront developments, and reflecting these concepts in an urban 

design project.
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project Structure

This project is divided into three parts, [A] Research, [B] Analysis and [C] Design, and 

focuses on four key regeneration issues: ‘Connecting the Harborfront’ - the re-linking of 

city and port, ‘Activating the Harborfront’ - shaping the built environment for new users, 

‘Celebrating the Harborfront’ - integrating past, present and future identity, and ‘Sustaining 

the Harborfront’ - enhancing the relationship between the built and natural environment. 

These four topics are carried through project, from strategic tools in Part A, to site-specific 

guidelines in Part B, to design and planning decisions in Part C.

In ‘Part A: Research’, these issues are discussed along with working examples, which 

illustrate new trends and innovative design solutions, from a variety of harborfront 

redevelopments. Almost all harborfront examples provided have been personally visited 

during the course of this project. The concepts uncovered in research are highlighted in a 

“toolbox”. ‘Part B: Analysis’, these tools are applied to a harborfront site in Copenhagen, 

Denmark. This site exhibits the typical post-industrial port characteristics and is about 

to undergo harborfront development and the tools are used to produce urban design 

guidelines for the site. The existing master plan for the site is evaluated against the design 

guidelines and in ‘Part C: Design’, an alternate master plan is proposed.

[1] introduction

4 Key 
iSSueS

part 2: analysis
site analysis = planning guidelines

part 3: design
 master plan proposal

part 1: research
best practice examples = strategic tools
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the port + city relationShip
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[2] the port+city relationShip

In order to understand the contemporary urban port, we must look back to uncover how 

and why ports have generated their spatial forms, as well as their association to and 

interaction with the city. The relationship between the port and city is one that has been in 

dynamic since the first use of waterborne transportation. ‘Port’, from the Latin word ‘portus’, 

meaning gate or gateway, are the points of interface between forelands (maritime domain) 

and hinterlands (land domain).1 This interface occurs at some infrastructural intervention 

and manipulation of the coastal edge to facilitate the exchange of cargo or passengers 

between the two domains. 

In the past, the port and the maritime economies it supported, formed and dictated the 

growth of the city. Spatial changes for the port occurred in response to the supply and 

demand of goods, as well as the betterment of maritime technologies. The port and city 

relationship would enjoy a symbiotic relationship until industrialization allowed the port to 

function independently. In the middle of the 20th century technological advancements in 

the standardization of cargo cause the shipping industry leave the urban port. This would 

ultimately end the port’s traditional role in the movement of cargo and people, and present 

new challenges in redefining the remaining harborfront space. 

Over the last fifty years the world’s coastal cities have learnt many lessons experimenting 

with the redevelopment of their harborfronts.  This section will follow the formation and 

evolution of ports from industrial harborfronts to new urban districts for living, working and 

playing, as well as what the future role of harborfronts might entail. 
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[2a] the evolution of portS

It is difficult to accurately trace the origins of maritime transportation, but some of the 

earliest evidence indicates that waterborne transportation was already in use by the 

Ancient Egyptians on the Nile around 3,200 BCE.1 Waterborne transportation was an 

effective and efficient method of transporting cargo and people from one point to another, 

when a waterway was available. This type of transportation became especially valuable 

when the cargo’s weight exceeded the carrying capacity of domesticated animals.2  As 

long as maritime transportation has been in use, there has been a need for vessels to 

be anchored, stored or repaired, in places of refuge, such as bays and coves. It was 

in these locations that provided the ideal conditions to develop infrastructure that would 

allow easier and safer loading and unloading of cargo and passengers at the coastline.  It 

is this infrastructural intervention that marks the beginning of a ‘port’.

early port development

Before port infrastructure was introduced, ideal sites were chosen for their favorable natural 

characteristics along the coastline that offer natural shelter and protection for vessels from 

wind and currents. In the early stages, the transfer of cargo was handled with the use of 

a barge as an intermediary vessel. The ships anchor in the protected bay and unload 

cargo onto the barges, which would then bring the cargo ashore to be unloaded and 

reloaded.  This practice was common in early settlements and trading posts that could not 

facilitate port infrastructure, such as docks or piers, for direct loading.3 Port infrastructure 

was developed directly in response to the vessel type and needs of the cargo, and ranged 

from  a small jetty to supplement the barge and provide direct contact with the coastline. 

The presence of port infrastructure would influence the surrounding settlement patterns 

and movement patterns would converge at the port.4 

Maritime economies allowed port-towns to form, and with their growth would come 

infrastructural improvements including the installation of piers and quays - allowing boats 

to dock along side the infrastructure, providing direct access to the land. Better port 
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facilities, such as the ability to facilitate many ships at one time, would allow increased 

trade, and coastal settlements would experience growth and development. Coastal 

modification in the creation of quays would require environmental defensive measures, 

such as seawalls, to protect ports from erosion and weathering from the ocean. On the 

piers become places of markets, commerce and trade.5 At this stage in port development, 

a symbiotic relationship was developed between the port and the city. The strength of this 

relationship, its maritime economy and port facilities, would shape the city’s identity, future 

growth and development.

colonial portS and international trade

During the ‘Age of Discovery’, from the 15th to the 17th century, the ports played a central 

role in establishing trade around the world. Advancement in shipbuilding technology, 

especially the “Carrack”, a Portuguese four mast sailing ship, offered greater cargo space 

to store enough rations making long ocean voyages possible6. These developments 

allowed European explorers to establish trading with partners as far away as with Asia. With 

increased maritime exploration, the establishment of trading ports played an important role 

in establishing a broader maritime economy. European trading companies, such as the 

Dutch East India Company (1602-1798)7, where established to strengthen trade networks 

between Europe, Africa and Asia, and the exchange of goods, people, plants, animals, 

disease and knowledge would have a lasting impact on the world as a whole.

Colonial Ports serve as good cases for understanding the formation and evolution of ports, 

as their establishment occurred over a relatively short period of time. In most cases colonial 

ports would evolve out of coastal trading posts, of simple port infrastructure, others would 

be sited and established by the colonizers themselves. Colonial ports were established 

throughout most of the world, including Asia, Africa, the Pacific and the Americas. New 

colonial ports and settlements were established in areas that offered the best geographic 

location and natural formation, such as natural harbors, bays or coves - minimizing the 

need for extensive port infrastructure8. As these site were chosen for ability to facilitate 

larger ocean voyaging cargo ships, colonial ports would characteristically be naturally 

better suited as ports.
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Colonial ports would become administrative centers for the colonial powers, as well 

as the center of land-based transportation networks. The extraction and export of raw 

materials, such as gold, silver and spices, were brought to the port, and loaded onto ships 

for transportation back to the Europe.9 As settlements became established at ports, they 

also served as safe locations for ships on long voyages to stop and replenish supplies.  

As colonial economies grew, urban settlement became more attractive to locals and 

foreigners. Port-communities evolved into port-towns, becoming the social centers of 

commerce and trade.10 Such is the case for the settlement of the port cities of Boston, 

Singapore, Buenos Aires, Durban and Sydney, which were all founded as colonial ports. 

maritime port citieS

By the early 19th century, port cities had strong maritime economies and had formed close 

symbiotic relationship between a port and the city. The port was the center of the city and 

the main revenue generator and employer for the surrounding region. The port city was the 

final destination of goods and trade and commerce occurred directly at the harborfront. As 

a result the port was a place of activity and public life, quay sides were alive with markets 

and trade and the hustle and bustle of daily city life. In these times “necessary uses”, that 

is, activities that had to be done on a daily basis - such as buy goods, traveling to and from 

work, were carried out in the public realm.11 This was reflected in the spatial planning of 

the hinterland, urban streets would connect directly to wharves and quays, providing easy 

access for the movement of people and cargo.12 

Successful international trade formed new stronger maritime economies. The establishment 

of maritime ‘highways’ lead to increasing trade networks and port traffic. In response 

to colonial cargo containing raw materials, including spices, gold and other minerals, 

harborfronts became more sophisticated, and developing specialized docking and cargo 

handling facilities and storage warehouses. In Europe, maritime traffic increased from 

colonies, many cities expanded their ports.13 The demand for port infrastructure led to an 

increase in the value of hinterland port space. Many cities decided to expand and altered 

the coastline with land reclamation projects, that is, extending the coastline sea-wards, 
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by creating new land on top of the seabed. Port coastlines became heavily altered to 

accommodate expanded loading and unloading of ships, allowing cities meet the changing 

needs of the maritime trade economy.

induStrialiZation of portS

The late 19th century brought significant changes to the structure of the port and city 

relationship. Governing bodies where established, such as ‘port authorities’ or ‘port 

commissions’ to manage port and harborfront activities, allowing the port to managed 

separately from the city.14 A series of technological and transportation advancements 

would shift port cities from trade-based to transit-based economies. Port cities no longer 

functioned as the final destination for cargo, but as ‘nodes’ along trade routes, facilitating 

the transfer of cargo between land and water based transportation networks.

The advent of steam power changed the nature of cargo transportation on land and at sea. 

The introduction of the steamship would increase trade and commerce through quicker 

speeds and shorter travel time between ports. Steamship where much larger vessels and 

could accommodate a higher carrying capacity. The steamship also allowed deviation 

from these traditional maritime highways, unlike the sailing technology of its predecessor, 

which relied heavily on dominant wind patterns and ocean currents for mobility.15 These 

transportation advancements would have spatial implications on port formation and 

composition. Steamships would reduces costs for passenger travel, and ports needed to 

accommodated passenger terminals and support facilities. Steamships where significantly 

larger than their sailing ships, and had the ability to transport 5000-8000 tons of cargo for 

deep-sea voyages.16 As a result, required deeper harbors and larger docks in order to be 

accommodated. Port modifications, including warehouses and specially designed docks, 

would result in greater distances between the city center and the harborfront. 

Ports had to adapt quickly to remain competitive with other ports. The need for more 

serviceable space led to more in-fill and land reclamation projects to increase the spatial 

constraints of the port. The survival of port cities also lay in the hands of changes to 

maritime highways.  In order to reduce travel distance as well as time, a series of canal 
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projects were implemented, to make new connections between seas and oceans. The 

impact of new canals had a profound effect shipping costs and on the fate of many of the 

world’s ports, shipping traffic could double or half overnight.17 Significant examples include 

the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, and the Panama Canal in 1914. The Suez Canal is 

a 192km long would man-made waterway, connecting the Red Sea to the Mediterranean 

Sea. The maritime significance of this canal is huge, as it connects Europe and Asia, with 

out the need to circumnavigate the entire African continent. Ports which benefited from this 

new maritime highway included Port Said at the northern Mediterranean entrance of the 

canal, which has been able to generate significant revenue by facilitating the refueling of 

cargo ships as they pass through. However many port cities along the African coast would 

be negatively impacted by the reduction in maritime traffic around the coast of Africa.18

copenhagen’S inner harbour [early 20th century]
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Steam power technology would also have its impact on land. The introduction of 

the locomotive and the formation of railway networks would open up and connect the 

hinterlands to the port. Cargo could now be brought from inland directly to the port for 

shipping. The railway would also have a spatial impact of port cities. Ports would have to 

connect quays, as well as port warehouses and storage facilities to railway networks. The 

new railway infrastructure would begin to sever the physical connection between the port 

and the city. Quays once directly connected to city streets were now behind many lines of 

railway tracks.19 Land based transportation would be further impacted by the automobile 

in the early 20th Century. The movement of goods, via trucks, allowed cargo, especially 

smaller goods, to the transported to a greater variety of locations. Roadway systems 

would be plugged into ports in a similar fashion to railways, quays and warehouses would 

become accessible. Railways and roadways now made it possible for port side industry, 

including factories and manufacturing, to be located further inland, which in turn removed 

revenue from the port city.20
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[2b] the end of urban portS

The mid-20th Century would see the technological advances that would revolutionize the 

maritime shipping industry.  The introduction and worldwide acceptance of the shipping 

container required new specialized port infrastructure and facilities, as well as the ability to 

accommodate of much larger vessels, changes that proved to be impossible for most port 

cities to accommodate. The needs of a containerized shipping industry ultimately led to the 

relocation of the port functions outside the urban port to new ‘Container Ports’ - specifically 

designed, highly efficient port facilities around handling and logistics of shipping containers.

containeriZation

The idea of using boxes to contain goods for transport is not a new concept. By the 19th 

century, carrying containers, that could be loaded and unloaded, were already in use in 

the rail industry. In the early 20th century closed containers where used, especially in the 

transportation of raw materials such as coal, which allowed easy transfer between rail and 

ship. These containers, however, varied greatly in size from company to company. It was 

not until the 1950’s, that standardization of the shipping container began to take place.21 

International standardization of the shipping container would not only impact the shipping 

industry, but accelerate globalization by allowing goods to move cheaper and faster. 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), is an organization that defines 

worldwide proprietary industrial and commercial standards, introduced the standardized 

shipping container. The now standardized container, also know as the ‘ISO Container’, 

would begin to streamline the transportation of cargo especially in the port. The standard 

container, as a unit, could easily be handled and transferred from ship to container-yard 

to rail or truck at any port throughout the world. Port cities began to respond by adapting 

and implementing new specialized infrastructure and facilities, such as container cranes 

known as ‘portainers’, to accommodate the ISO container as the shipping unit of choice.22
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Portainers eliminated the need for teams of dockworkers and longshoremen to load and 

unload ships, as these cranes could be controlled with just a few operators. This drastically 

impacted the labour force of the shipping industry, on land and at sea. The vast automation 

of the procedures impacted the amount of time ships would remain in port, which reduced 

shipping costs, but also reduced revenue for port cities.23 Prior to containerization, cargo 

handling was labor-intensive ships would remain in port for most of their lives less on 

ocean voyages. Cities that had been centers of maritime commerce for centuries, saw port 

business and revenue decline rapidly, damaging maritime economies.24

containeriZation

[1] container Ship
[2] portainerS loading container Ship

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[3] StacKed containerS
[4] container port
[5] containerS on ground tranSportation
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container portS

As the design of ships and railways responded to the increasing use of containers, ports 

cities found difficulty in conforming to the new needs of a containerized shipping industry. 

Purpose built ships and railcars were designed to increase the transportation efficiency of 

containers. Ships became larger and required deeper water access to the docks.25 The 

self-containment and structural nature of containers allowed stacking and safe storage 

and protection in the elements. This in turn eliminated the need for much of the existing 

port infrastructure, especially standard shipping cranes, warehouses and storage facilities. 

Stacking and storage of containers required vast amounts of open flat ground close to 

shore and these needs were just not available at the urban harborfronts of port cities. 

As many cities responded to the needs of the container, many urban ports could not 

adequately serve the new needs of the industry, leading to the need for new specialized 

container ports to be constructed. These new ports were usually located well outside 

of port cities, where land was cheaper land was available.26 The ‘Container Port’ was 

born, a new cargo terminal designed around the container, to store and move cargo at 

unprecedented efficiency and scale, and require as little as 10% of the labor force needed 

for conventional ports.27

As the shipping industry began to move out of port cities, many harborfronts became 

redundant and their abandonment allowed many to fall into disrepair. Port infrastructure, 

including warehouses and docks, where no longer needed or utilized, and with their many 

ports cities lost valuable revenue in pier rental, storage and docking fees. This abandoned 

space made room for automotive infrastructure and many harborfronts became cut off 

from the city centers by multi-lane highways, accelerating their decline. It was not until the 

1960’s, that discussions among city officials, designers and urban planners began about 

how to address the decaying harborfront voids left by the shipping industry.28
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[2c] rediScovery of the urban harborfront

The effects of containerization on ports are global, and many cities across the world found 

themselves in a similar situation, faced with detached under utilized harborfronts. Since the 

installation of transportation infrastructure around the port, especially coastal motorways, 

the direct connection to the city had been decaying. The port would become a zone of 

redundant port and industrial infrastructure, cut-off from the urban center The absence 

of port-industries at the harborfront, meant absence of port related revenue for city. The 

relocation of the shipping industry from urban ports also marked the start of a  transition 

for cities from industrial economies to service-oriented economies.29 With service-oriented 

economies came renewed value in social and cultural activities, which helped expose the 

opportunities and potential that lay at the harborfront.

poSt-induStrial harborfrontS

Various large-scale urban renewal projects began in US coastal cities from the 1960’s. 

The redevelopment of Baltimore’s Inner Harbour became a highly influential project, 

which inspired and influenced the development of many harborfronts.  In the 1950’s, the 

city of Baltimore realized that commercial activity in its central business district (CBD) 

was declining, and that a large-scale urban planning solution was needed. The project, 

implemented in 1959, consisted of a 30-year urban renewal plan that sort to address the 

declining CBD by using the adjacent harborfront to bring life back to the inner city.30 The 

city government teamed up with the private sector to introduce a series projects, lead by 

a master plan by Wallace-McHarg Architects, which put together diverse range of uses 

including commercial, office, retail, hotels public space and green space. Viewed as a 

model for harborfront renewal, US cities including Boston and San Francisico followed 

suite.31 In other parts of the world also began rediscovering their harborfronts including, 

European cities of Barcelona and Amsterdam, Asian cities of Shanghai and Tokyo and 

even African cities of Cape Town.

By the end of the 20th century, harborfront redevelopment became widely accepted as 

a successful means of rejuvenating the city as a whole. The value of port land began to 
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increase and  redevelopment projects were taken to all waterfronts, including rivers and 

lakes with varying success. Harborfronts that were too rapid and economically driven run 

the risk of became too privatized and mono-functional, detoured rather than attracting the 

public the water. Such area’s failed in the long run, whilst others invested in urban amenities 

and recreational facilities, such as public parks and marina and saw a more widespread 

economic and communities benefits.32 Although the worldwide economic recession of the 

1990’s kept major redevelopment projects limited, the turn of the century would introduce 

a new worldwide resurgence in harborfront projects, notably influenced by the success of 

Bilbao, Spain’s redevelopment strategy which was branded with architect Frank Gehry’s 

Guggenhiem Museum.33

branding the harborfront

The association between architecture and city image was brought to international attention 

with the completion of the Sydney’s harborfront Opera House (1973). Today the Sydney 

Opera house is internationally recognized as the symbol for Sydney as well as Australia 

as a whole. The ability of Bilbao to redefine their city image through the Guggenhiem 

Museum would bring renewed worldwide interest to harborfront redevelopment with iconic 

public buildings.34 These buildings, such as conference centers, arts and performance 

buildings, cultural and museum buildings, can help brand cities, providing identity and 

‘sense of place’. Iconic harborfront buildings without a wholistic and strategic long-term 

harborfront plan, can fail in the long run.35 

One of the greater challenges with harborfront development is the large scale. Some 

cities, such as Hamburg, have seen greater success in their harborfront redevelopment by 

choosing a slower incremental development process that invites the public to participate  

every step of the way.  This method can not only create a richer more dynamic harborfront, 

but can help development ‘public ownership’ leading to greater in the long run. Before 

development began in Hamburg’s new harborfront development ‘Hafen City’, an information 

visitor center was established on site create a dialog with the public about the new and 

future developments on the harborfront. The Information Center became very popular by 

hosting lectures, exhibitions, gatherings and events pertaining to the development, as 

    *

Waterfronts that are essentially privatized, one-dimensional or inaccessible deter rather 
than promote widespread economic and community benefits. Source the PPS
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well as tours of the various sites by foot or bicycle. Since opening in 2000, the Center has 

received 250,000 visitors annually.36

‘SuStainable’  valueS

The beginning of the 21st Century saw a shift in values toward the environment and public 

concern grew toward human impact on the natural environment. These values have been 

labeled as ‘environmental’, ‘green’ or ‘sustainable’ and favor a reduced negative impact 

on the natural resources. These values have begun to spread into all sectors of society, 

but for the urban development, this meant minimizing the natural resources used, energy 

consumed, waste produced by the built environment. It was not long before these values 

were tested in ambitious new harborfront projects. These developments were aimed at 

achieving social, economic and environmental goals through careful strategic planning. 

The key to their success was the establishment of holistic and ambitious design guidelines 

helped carry the visions through to completion of projects. 

Such planning goals focus on vibrant public life around mixed-use communities with a 

good pedestrian environments, with close access to parks and recreational amenities, a 

low and dense urban structure, which is built around infrastructure of energy efficiency, 

renewable resources and reuse of waste to ensure minimal impact to the environment. 

Notable harborfront developments include Hammerby Sjöstad in Stockholm, Sweden; 

HafenCity, in Hamburg Germany and Bo01 in Malmø, Sweden. These developments have 

become models for sustainable urbanism in practice and are raising the bar for way we 

redevelop our harborfronts. Europe’s next biggest harborfront redevelopment is Nordhavn 

(or ‘North Harbour’ in English) in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Nordhavn, currently a large man-made harbour peninsular of 200 hectares will be 

developed over the next 50 years into a large mixed-use urban district with enough for 

40,000 inhabitants and 40,000 workers.37 This ambitious project has goals to become the 

first ‘carbon neutral’ district of its size in Europe. ‘Carbon Neutrality’, or zero net greenhouse 

gas emissions, will be achieved by introducing a variety of resource saving and energy 

efficient district utility systems from the start. Strict guidelines for the built environment will 
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utilize renewable resources for energy, heating, cooling and waste, and insure long term 

goals. The ‘By og Havn’ (‘City and Port’ in English), a public development corporation in 

Copenhagen, describes “...as an urban development project, Nordhavn spearheads efforts 

to improve climate conditions and show how cities can help reverse climate change without 

losing out on quality of life, welfare and democracy.” 38 It is hoped that the redevelopment 

of Nordhavn will become the international model for urban development that achieves 

economic, social and environmental sustainability. The development will surly inspire other 

coastal cities for follow suite and challenge the boundaries of sustainable development at 

the harborfront.
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[2d] the future of harborfrontS

Today’s coastal cities are growing rapidly in population and recent energy concerns have 

placed a level of uncertainty as to how the world will move away from fossil fuels to other 

energy sources. The concern with the scale of dependency on fossil fuels, particularly oil, 

as the world’s primary energy source, is that the supply of these resources is finite and 

there are indicators that the global supply is becoming scarce.39 Alternative energy sources 

exist which are renewable and have a far less impact of the natural environment, such 

as photovoltaic energy (solar power) wind energy and geo-thermal energy (from ground 

heat). However, these energy sources require favorable natural preconditions in order 

become feasible as an energy alternative, such as wind energy, which requires significant 

prevailing winds and available land (or water) to establish a wind farm.

reSourceS from the ocean

New emerging technologies allow us to harness clean renewable energy from the ocean at 

the coastal edge. At the coastline, wave motion, tidal fluctuations and ocean currents are 

being studied and tested for energy generating powers. Coastal energy technologies such 

as Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) and Sea Water Cooling (SWC) have placed 

new importance on the harborfront as a new zone of potential urban renewable energy 

production. Creating thermal comfort in the built environment, whether heating or cooling, 

is a large energy and resource consumer.40 SWC offers a means of harnessing the heat 

and cold from the ocean and supplement heating and cooling systems. This technology 

can work on an individual building scale or on a district scale and have tremendous energy 

saving potential for coastal cities. 

These technologies have lead to alternative applications for cold seawater. ‘National 

Energy Laboratory of the Hawaii Authority’ (NELHA) has pioneered research into not only 

ocean-based renewable energy and technology. Their exploration has lead to cold-water 

agriculture in tropical climates, marine biotechnology, aquaculture as well as the harnessing 

fresh water condensate from contact with the air.41 Their research provides some insight 

into the great potentials of SWC technologies to provide future coastal cities with not only 
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cooling, but energy, food and even freshwater. In the future, these technologies will begin 

to influence how coastal cities adapt and evolve to meet the energy, food and fresh water 

challenges of the future. 

living with water

As future uncertainty regarding changes in climate leading to increased risk for storm 

surges, flooding and natural forces, the harborfront will play a greater role in the protection 

of coastal cities. Although harborfronts are by nature, designed to shield ships and port 

lands from natural forces, ports are still vulnerable to unpredictable weather. In recent 

years, we have witnessed the catastrophic effects of natural disasters on coastal cities. 

In 2004 with the Indian Ocean Tsunami, which resulted from an earthquake of the coast 

off Thailand, and in 2005, Hurricane Katrina, a ‘category 5’ storm which made landfall 

and devastated the coastal city of New Orleans in the United States. According to the US 

Department of Health and Human Resources, more then 1,800 people lost their lives, and 

more then $81 billion dollars in damages occurred, and coastal cities throughout the Gulf 

of Mexico region felt the effects of this storm.42 The flooding and damage was extensive, 

partly because of the poor design and failure of the Mississippi levees, but also because 

of poor coastal planning that gave little consideration for natural coastal cycles, especially 

around the estuary.43

Flooding is one of the greatest natural threat to coastal cities and no nation is more familiar 

more with this issue than the Dutch. The Dutch have used protective infrastructure, 

including dikes and levees, since the 12th Century. As almost 60% of Holland lies below 

sea level and is susceptible to flooding either by the ocean or rivers.44 Flooding is a natural 

part of the hydrological cycle and is also responsible for keeping the world’s coastline in 

flux. The North Sea flood of 1953, created major coastal damage on the northwestern 

European coastline. As a result, Holland carried out a series of nation-wide flood protection 

projects, collectively known as the ‘Delta Works’. The Delta Works comprise of a holistic 

network of locks, sluices, channels, bridges, slides and gates working together to protect 

the country’s urban and agricultural development from nature.45 With global coastal cities 

growing size and population together with new environmental concerns, such as climate 
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change, major cities have begun taking serious precautions in protecting populations from 

the destructive effects of climatic events. 

The issues of sea-level-rise and coastal city protection have begun to receive more 

attention and new proposals have emerged which work with the water rather than against 

it. Recent exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art called ‘Rising Currents: Projects for 

New York’s Waterfront’ displayed a series of conceptual design strategies for addressing 

issues of sea-level rise and how New York City could cope with unpredictable weather.   

Among the projects was a proposal for the introduction of artificial wetlands, or ‘soft edges’ 

to harborfronts edges and artificial islands to ‘naturally’ break down the impacts of coastal 

storm surges.46 Such wetlands would have the additional benefits of introducing new green 

space which could be used for leisure and recreation, as well as provide habitats for local 

flora and fauna. Coastal cities with dense urban edges are already more vulnerable to 

changes in sea-level, ‘retrofitting’ such cities to offer a new solution to protection.

In the Netherlands, a dutch architecture and research office, Water Studio, has specialized 

in floating architecture and urbanism. They argue that with the increase in urban centers, 

increasing land costs, particularly of coastal cities, the expansion of urban fabric not 

be in land, but onto the water. Following the tradition of dutch houseboats and floating 

architecture, they propose larger floating structures of familiar architecture typologies, 

connected with roads and functioning as they would on land, however with floating 

architectural foundations that allow moment with sea-level fluctuations.  Floating urban 

development  also offers flexibility which opens up opportunities for what Water Studio 

call, ‘dynamic urban planning’ or the ability for developments to be moved or relocated to 

suite changing needs.47 

As designers, engineers, architects, planners and researchers continue to work on these 

issues we can be optimistic that urban development will adapt and evolve with changes 

to the climate. The harborfront and coastal edge of our cities will begin blur as we learn to 

live with, not against, water.
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[3] reconnecting the harbourfront

[3] reconnecting the harborfront

In the past, the port and city were directly interwoven and the port area was the center of 

urban life. The ports were the places of trade and commerce and the hustle and bustle 

of daily life. Industrialization began to separate city and port and many of today’s coastal 

cities find themselves physically cut off from their harborfronts. Successful harborfront 

redevelopment begins with easy, convenient and attractive access reconnecting the city 

and the harborfront. 

This section will look closer at how various cities have been able to enhance and improve 

the accessibility and movement of people between the port and the city. 
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[3a] urban mobility

Today’s cities are beginning to change and evolve away from the personal automobile 

to more sustainable forms of transportation, such as public mass transportation (rail, 

trams, metro systems and bus networks) as well as pedestrian and bicycle networks. 

Many cities have already begun to improve and promote the use of public transit and 

discourage automobile usage, not only for issues of congestion, noise and safety, but 

for the environmental problems associated with vehicle emissions, pollution and energy 

consumption. In 2003, London introduced a “congestion charge” which involved the taxing 

of vehicles when entering the city center in an effort curb traffic congestion and promote 

public transportation, and other cities are beginning to adapt similar strategies.1 The 

transformation of harborfronts offers a great opportunity to improve urban mobility and 

integrate sustainable transportation strategies.

In larger urban cities, especially in Europe, bicycles are beginning to play a stronger role in 

urban mobility and are seen as one of the most ‘sustainable’ forms of urban transportation, 

not to mention personal health benefits of daily exercise. As a result, there is a growing 

push to change mobility planning priorities to favour the pedestrian and bicycle culture over 

the personal automobile. Some cities have expressed this view by significantly enhancing 

bicycle networks. A leader for their exceptional bicycle infrastructure and increasing use of 

the bicycles for urban mobility is the city of Copenhagen, Denmark. According to the City 

of Copenhagen’s official website, “…more than 1.1million km are covered by cyclists in 

Copenhagen every day, and 36% of Copenhageners choose to go by bike to their place 

of work or education daily.” 2  Copenhagen has actively integrated generous bicycle lanes, 

bicycle specific traffic signals, bicycle counters and bridges, creating a substantial network 

that has revolutionized urban transportation for many residents.

Moving through Copenhagen by bicycle has become an important part of modern Danish 

life. Tourists are also encouraged to utilize the city’s bicycle infrastructure through a state-

sponsored mobility program that allows the free use of bicycles, known as the ‘City Bike 

Project’. The system allows anyone to use a ‘City Bike’ from various locations around 
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the Copenhagen’s city center using a 20DKK coin (approximately 4USD). They can then 

ride the bike for as long as needed, and then once returned and relocked at one of the 

locations to receive their coin back. The City Bike has been used to promote the use of 

bicycles for urban mobility, as well as in the branding of Copenhagen as one of the world’s 

most bicycle friendly cities.3 Other cities are following suite, and although not free, similar 

bike-share services have been implemented in other European cities, including Paris, 

London and Barcelona.4 

It is important that harborfront regeneration integrate these more forms of sustainable 

urban mobility. The following examples discuss strategies that utilize harborfront context 

to promote and extend urban mobility networks into and across the port. 

[1] generouS bicycle laneS 
with clear marKingS [right]
[2] bicycle counterS [below]

copenhagen’S bicycle infraStructure

[4] modified bicycleS 
allow better mobility 
for familieS [above]

[3]  “city biKeS” [above]
[4] even during winter, uSerS 

chooSe bicycling [right]
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the KiSSing bridgeS
typology: pedeStrian and bicycle bridge
architectS: flint & neill and Studio bednarSKi
location: copenhagen, denmarK
expected completion: 2012

The City of Copenhagen recently held a design competition for a new pedestrian and 

bicycle bridge across the city’s ‘Inderhavnen’ (“Inner Harbour” in English). As discussed 

earlier, Copenhagen is well known for its extensive bicycle network and the introduction 

of this bridge is part of a larger urban strategy to enhance the quality of cycling routes 

through the city.5 Copenhagen has two main vehicle bridges across Inderhavnen, each 

receive over 20 000 cyclists a day, on the bike lanes that run parallel to the car lanes.6 

According to the design competition brief, “It is estimated that, on average, the new bridge 

will be used by about 2000 pedestrians and up to about 8000 cyclists per day. In the peak 

hour between 8 am and 9 am, the estimated number of cyclists will be about 1300”.7 

the KiSSing bridgeS
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The new bridge across Inderhavnen will make an important connection between the city 

center and surrounding harborfront districts, shortening the comminute time for many 

students and residents.8 This more direct connection will create considerably quicker 

travel distances across the harbour by bicycle when compared to those by car. The design 

for the inner harbour bridge was won by British architects Flint and Niel.  Their design 

features two hydraulic bridges, which retract and slide apart to allow boats to pass. The 

name ‘Kissing Bridges’ began in the media whilst describing the motion of the two bridges 

opening and closing, and has now stuck. The bridge has been well received by the jury, 

especially for its unique ‘telescopic design’, which they described as, “...extremely well 

thought out and a surprising proposal for a new bridge that will be a constant feature of the 

harbour space. The bridge forms a horizontal movement ... that strengthens identification 

of the horizontal aspect of the harbour.”9

The implications of the Kissing Bridges as a new urban link, will have a large impact on 

mobility around the harborfront, as well as enhance the city’s pedestrian and bicycle network 

as a whole. The bridge will also connect to the bus network allowing further commuting 

options for the public. as Copenhagen continues to further redevelop its harborfronts, 

pedestrian and bicycle bridges will continue to increase accessibility and promote and 

encourage pedestrian and bicycle culture. 
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copenhagen harbour buS
typology: ferry with docKing infraStructure  
location: copenhagen, denmarK
implemented: 2000

Mass transportation not only offers environmental benefits over the personal car, but can 

offer social benefits too. Cities where a majority of the public rely on public transportation  

leads to more people outdoors and present in the public realm. With more people in 

urban space, there are more opportunities to socialize and take part in urban life, such as 

populating parks and public spaces or supporting service industries, including restaurants 

and cafes. Theses social benefits are important in building new communities, especially 

in the case of harborfront redevelopment. A port’s water space or ‘bluespace’ provides 

new connection opportunities between the city and the port with waterborne transportation 

such as water taxi’s or ferries. 

copenhagen harbour buSeS
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Copenhagen has extended their public transportation network into and across the harbour 

with a fleet of ‘harbour buses’. These harbour buses function as part of Copenhagen’s 

larger bus system and harbour stops are connected to the major bus lines. The harbour 

buses frequently serve 6 stops, offering multiple connections around the inner harbour, 

linking the city center to its many new harborfront ‘destination buildings’, such as the 

Opera House, Royal Playhouse and National Public Library, as well as the surrounding 

harborfront districts.10 At each of the stops feature an anchored floating dock which sits 

in the harbour and is connected by a bridge to the harborfront promenade, allowing the 

harbour bus to quickly stop to load and unload passengers. The docks also provide a 

seated waiting area and display harbour bus information. The docks and boarding ramps 

cater to wheelchairs, bicycles and baby carriages, allowing all user groups to travel across 

the harbour. 

The integration of these waterborne amenities open a wider transportation options and 

extend the urban mobility network around the port and into the harbour. The harbour bus 

has helped make Copenhagen’s port part of every day life, especially for those who use 

such services for daily commuting. According to Bonnie Fisher, contributing author of 

‘Waterfront Design’, waterborne transportation can play a vital role in activating public use 

of the harborfront, “...waterborne transportation is key in bringing activities and the public 

to the waterfront.”.11 The introduction of waterborne transportation could also be used as 

a redevelopment strategy to bring new use to the port. This in turn attracts people to the 

harborfront and gives life and activity to the port edge. Other port ferry and harbour bus 

systems can be found in ports around the world, from New York City, USA to Wellington, 

New Zealand. 
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[3b] barrierS

A great challenge in harborfront regeneration is overcoming infrastructural barriers, which 

in most cases, have physically and visually separated the city from the port. These barriers 

can range from coastal roads or highways, to multiple lane railway lines, and in some 

cases stacked elevated freeways. The ideal solution is be to remove the coastal barriers 

altogether, either by re-routing the vehicular traffic or by burying the infrastructure below 

ground in a tunnel. The removal of the barriers resolves many accessibility issues at once 

and creates the most direct and natural ground level access between harborfront to the 

city centre. Although this solution may very costly the long term gains are great as a 

seamless interconnection between port and city is permanently created.

aKer brygge
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The first harborfront redevelopment project for the Norwegian capital city of Oslo, was 

Aker Brygge in 1980’s, a new urban mixed-use district that was originally an old industrial 

shipyard.  The city decided to bury the main coastal highway, which separated Aker 

Brygge and the city center, into a tunnel and establish a direct ground level connection 

between port and city, thereby allowing easy and convenient access for the residents and 

visitors to and from the city. Aker Brygge has since become a lively harborfront mixed-use 

district and frequently cited as one of the world’s more successful harborfront regeneration 

projects.12 The results are credited to good strategic planning, diverse programming and 

the decision to bury the coastal highway. The city’s latest harborfront regeneration project 

is Bjørvika, another part of the Oslo’s inner harbour. Here again the city will be burying 

infrastructural barriers and diverting traffic into a six kilometer harbour tunnel, and expect 

to achieve similar success.13  

In many cases the barriers cannot be removed and it is here that access relies on connection 

points across the barriers. Creating attractive, convenient and welcoming connection 

points can be more challenging task, especially when it involves an elevation change. 

The following examples illustrate celebrated connections, which move the public over 

barriers to the port. In both cases, not only has a link been created, but the interventions 

themselves have become attractive destinations. 
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olympic Sculptural parK
typology: infraStructure + public parK
architect: weiSS manfredi and aSSociateS
location: Seattle, wa, uSa
completed: 2007

The Olympic Sculptural Park (OSP) in Seattle, by Weiss Manfredi and Associates (WMA) 

introduces an innovative harborfront intervention which creates a new connection between 

city and water. The connection is made with a landscaped  bridge which stretches over 

roads and railways barriers to directly connect the city with the harbour. OSP sits on 

the site of a formally a polluted ‘brownfield’, which was contaminated by the oil and gas 

industry. The site was purchased by the Seattle Art Museum for the purposes of creating 

a public park for the display of large sculptural works.14 However, the site was intersected 

by two large transportation barriers, a six-lane coastal roadway and a four-track railway. 

The design intent became to directly connect the museum, and the city, to the harborfront.  

[3] the Site before and after conStruc-
tion [left]

[1] the connectionS over 
the barrierS 

[2] the oSp beach [above]

olympic Sculptural parK
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Architect Michael Manfredi describes the OSP, in the book Surface/Subsurface as, “...

almost all landscape and urban continuity, with very little building. Bringing architecture, 

landscape and infrastructure together to create new space”.15 The change in elevation 

between the coastal edge and the city works in the site’s favour, allowing the design 

solution to introduce a new ‘landscape infrastructure’ to the site, covering the barriers, 

and bringing the public to the water’s edge and physically connecting the harborfront to 

the museum. The design gives the visitors new accessibility to the harborfront without 

disrupting the existing transportation networks. 

In addition to the parks 700m (2,300ft) pedestrian route, the park also provides a 1200m2  

(30,000ft2) multipurpose pavilion and an outdoor amphitheater.16 Direct water access to is 

provided with a public ‘beach’ creating an new attraction at harborfront edge. The park not 

only connects the city to the harborfront, reclaiming the harbour edge as an amenity for the 

city, it also facilitates art and cultural amenities at the harborfront and serves as a strong 

leisure and recreation destination on its own. 
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la rambla del mar
typology: pedeStrian bridge + public Space
architect: helio piñon and albert viaplana
location: barcelona, Spain
completed: 1994

The conversion of city streets from vehicular to pedestrian-only has become a popular urban 

design strategy to promote and encourage outdoor life within the urban center. Harborfront 

promenades and pedestrian streets, as unifying elements, both share similar principles. 

They both provide an essential circulation element, linking public spaces together, as well 

as providing access and mobility. Linking pedestrian streets to harborfront promenades 

can create a seamless flow between harborfronts and urban centers. One of the better-

known examples of the reconnection using existing pedestrian infrastructure, is the series 

of pedestrian streets, collectively know as ‘Las Ramblas’ in Barcelona, Spain. 

la rambla del mar
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‘Las Ramblas’ consist of 1.2 km series of connected pedestrian streets which run through 

the heart of Barcelona, Spain, connecting the Plaça de Catalunya in the north, to the 

harborfront at Port Vell in the south.17 Although these streets are not completely car-free 

zones, they do utilize a wide pedestrian friendly median, which accommodates a great 

amount of vibrant city life, including outdoor restaurant seating, shopping, vendors and 

street performers. At the harborfront, Las Ramblas meets the coastline at the Plaça Portal 

de la Pau, and intersects with a harborfront promenade. In the harbour, a new harborfront 

plaza was created on an old port dock called Maremagnum, which included an aquarium, 

movie theatre and retail mall.18  The new plaza was disconnected from the city by port 

bluespace. 

In 1994, a new connection was made extending Las Ramblas over the water to meet 

Maremagnum. The connection was a pedestrian ‘boardwalk’ bridge designed by Helio 

Piñon and Albert Viaplana, now known as La Rambla del Mar (or “The Sea Promenade” 

in English).19 The footbridge contains a series of public deck ‘islands’, allowing people to 

stroll, sit and socialize right at the water’s edge. The boardwalk and decks are very well 

used and the bridge itself has become an attractive destination on the harborfront.  A 

portion of the bridge has a swing gate, which opens too allow recreational boats to pass 

and access the marina behind it. Las Rumblas now connect the port to the city. 

The crossing of this water barrier is celebrated and an important infrastructural connection 

between the city and the port is made, linking an already popular pedestrian streets to 

the new cultural attractions in the harbour. The connection’s inclusion of public spaces 

has made the bridge an attraction itself. This pedestrian bridge is a great example of how 

infrastructure can be integrated with other programs to enhance the public realm and 

contribute to the harborfront experience. The deck spaces provide excellent social space, 

with seating and glass screen for protection on windy days. The decks are lower than the 

surrounding port edges and give the public closer contact with the water. The adjacent 

marina, placed in an old shipping berth, provides an attractive backdrop that enhances the 

harborfront atmosphere. 
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[3c] acceSS

As discussed in earlier in this chapter, the way we move though cities is changing. As we 

cater less to automobile in urban planning, focus is shift to people and we move through 

the urban environment by foot. Creating new urban districts that offer good walking 

environments will not only bring users out into the public realm creating more urban life, but 

create better access within the new development, connecting amenities and destinations. 

Harborfronts offer many outdoor amenities, with the largest pull to the opportunity access 

the water’s edge. In the harborfront context, the promenade is an important part of the 

harborfront environment. Promenades that are uninterrupted and offer a variety of spatial 

experiences by offering attractive places to stop and rest encourage people to spend at 

the harborfront. 

In 1980, the City of Copenhagen began to create pedestrian streets in different locations 

around the city center in an attempt to make the city center more attractive to pedestrians, 

nyhavn
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whilst removing congestion and traffic. One such street was Nyhavn, traffic was removed 

and the street was turned into a pedestrian street, creating a new pedestrian connection to 

the harborfront.20 The street has since become a very popular harborfront public space in 

Copenhagen. Its success is attributed to the many good public space qualities that create 

a comfortable atmosphere to move through to spend time in. The canal allows room great 

southern sun exposure - an important consideration for the outdoor space of cities at such 

northern latitudes - and good protection from wind, creating the most ideal conditions for 

‘staying’. The surrounding buildings are small in scale and many of the ground floors offer 

active functions such as cafes and restaurants. In the summer, there is outdoor seating 

along a harbour quay provide many reasons to stay, and more than 1000 people can be 

found sitting on this 300 m stretch of harborfront.21 The characteristics of Nyhavn have 

created an attractive and well used urban harborfront promenade. 

The following examples offer innovative harborfront connections make use of similar 

strategies of climate and context to make not only new links, but create an enjoyable 

atmosphere and offer new experiences and along the urban port edge, thereby becoming 

destinations themselves. 
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SKueSpilhuSet
typology: cultural + infraStructure
architect: lundgaard and trandberg
location: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 2008

The Skuespilhuset (or “Playhouse” in English), by Danish architects Lundgaard and 

Tranberg, is a recent addition to Copenhagen’s harborfront amenities and sits just at 

the end of Nyhavn. The Playhouse is comprises of two main architectural elements, the 

performance building and a large harborfront deck space in front of it. The harborfront deck 

extends 150 m along the water’s edge becoming a continuation of Nyhavn’s harborfront 

promenade, guiding pedestrians and visitors over the water.22 The deck sits on sitting on 

angles pillars and serves as an informal public space, which has become an especially 

popular gathering and socializing space. The deck space not only allows circulation along 

the harbour edge but allows people to sit, relax and capitalizing on the deck’s exposure to 

south facing sun. Deck also functions as a space for temporary outdoor events. 

SKueSpilhuSet
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A common challenge for creative arts buildings is generating revenue when there are 

no performances. In addition to the performance related spaces, the building offers a 

restaurant and seasonal outdoor bar kiosk, providing other amenities and functions for 

visitors and deck users. The restaurant and outdoor bar not only generate revenue for 

the Playhouse, but also enhance public life at the harborfront, making the Playhouse a 

recreational destination all year, regardless of the performance schedule. The deck and 

promenade space has little to do with the theatre programmatically, but its inclusion in the 

design has made a significant impact to the surrounding urban context and made new 

connections along  the harborfront edge. The deck and promenade, as well as the multi-

functional programming of the Playhouse, reveal conscience efforts to contribute to and 

cater toward the enrichment of public life at the water’s edge, whilst still maintaining itself 

as a strong landmark. 
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Kalvebod bølge
typology: programmed floating promenade
architectS: jdS and Klar architectS
location: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 2012

In other parts of Copenhagen’s harbour are void of urban life. A danger of harborfront 

regeneration is privatization of the harborfront edge, such is the case of Kalvebod Brygge. 

Some port cities are consider the harborfront is a open public amenity for the city, others 

choose to divide and sell parts of the harborfront, releasing some control of their future 

design and development to private enterprises. Harborfronts are popular locations for new 

corporate office and business development, and although such economic investment can 

be positive for the city as a whole, the office buildings can offer little to the water’s edge or 

the surrounding urban space. Such areas become void of urban life, especially outside of 

business hours, and valuable public amenities can be lost. 

Kalvebod brygge
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Kalvebod Brygge is strip of harborfront close to the city center of Copenhagen, Denmark, 

and the site of the Marriot Hotel and Nykredit Bank Headquarters. The mono-functional 

programing of these two buildings has left the surround open space deserted and unused 

by the public. The City of Copenhagen launched a design competition to solve this problem 

and create new accessibility for this area. Although the site is open and publicly accessible, 

the edge land was private and minimal programming was allowed to occur.23 The design 

site was therefore in the water space itself, as the port waters are public and belong to the 

city.

The winning proposal, titled ‘Kalvebod Bølge’ (or ‘Kalvebod Wave’ in English) was  the 

introduction of a wooden deck promenade that extends out into the harbour itself and 

makes connections to the edge inbetween the buildings.  The form of the promenades 

comes as a the result of climate studies of the surrounding built environment to insure good 

unobstructed solar exposure. The promenades frame two areas of bluespace that will be 

used for various activities such as kayaking. The promenades sit on piles which stand on 

the harbour floor and offer a variety of programming, including refreshment kiosks, kayak 

rental and sports such as volley ball.24 

The proposal introduces a new typology of harbour promenade and create an interstitial 

layer between the edge and the water. Functioning as a public space and connection route, 

the promenades are programed with a variety of activities that encourage both movement 

and staying. The proposal also creates a new relationship between land and water by 

framing and integrating bluespace into the programming. This intervention demonstrates 

the potential for new innovative solutions to activate unsuccessful harbour edges with new 

connections and urban life. 
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Strategic toolS

This section revealed that urban mobility is changing and greater dependency is being 

given to mass transportation and non-motorized forms of mobility. For harborfronts to 

be successfully connected today and in the future, mass transportation including trains, 

metro systems and bus networks should be introduced and extended to connected the 

port development.  Crossing infrastructural and water barriers are important in not only 

establishing direct access, but also creating visual and psychological connections. The 

examples discussed in this section revealed that “celebrated” links, that is, links that 

enhanced the connection experience with through mixed programming, became landmark 

and destinations themselves. Providing access does not stop at the port, connections to 

and along the water’s edge are vital in connecting the harborfront district together. The 

public draw to be close to water is a valuable asset, and a good promenade network can 

heighten the leisure and recreation potential of the port. 

The following toolbox outlines these three main concepts with strategies to reconnect the 

city and the water.
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[a] urban mobility:  

[b] barrierS:  

[c] acceSS: 

enhance public tranSit 
connectionS between the 
harbour and the city

promote SuStainable mobility 
networKS, with priority for 
pedeStrianS and bicycleS

celebrate connectionS acroSS 
barrierS or remove them 
altogether

connect new harbourfront 
development with exiSting city 
Structure

uSe promenadeS to Strengthen 
the pedeStrian connection 
to water and harbourfront 
context

networK public SpaceS and 
amenitieS together along the 
water edge 

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET
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built environment - new uSerS - public amenitieS
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[4] activating the harborfront

Over the last century ports have developed into a landscape of machinery, cranes, storage 

facilities and infrastructure, cut-off from the city and void of people. Attracting new users to 

these former industrial places can be one of the greater challenges for the redevelopment 

of harborfronts. ‘Activating the harborfront’ refers to the ability to plan, design and create 

urban conditions that attract and support good urban life and offer opportunities to live, 

work and play. 

This section looks closer how various cities have been able to create quality urban 

environments, through the design of the built environment, targeting diverse users and 

offering public amenities.
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[4a] built environment
The close proximity of urban ports to city centers creates opportunities for harborfront 

development to potentially impact the city center, by attracting residents and business 

back to urban centers and countering suburban development. For today’s urban dweller, 

attractive districts are those that are vibrant and social, are ‘walkable’ and in close 

proximity to transportation, and close proximity to recreation amenities, such as parks. 

New harborfront developments should relate in scale and structure to the existing urban 

context, however a more ‘compact city model’ offers the best scale and structure for 

creating vibrant urban districts. According to Jan Gehl, noted urban space theorist, “Lively 

cities require compact city structure, reasonable population density, acceptable walking 

and biking distances and good quality city space. Density, which represents quantity, must 

be combined with quality in the form of good city space.” 1  

A mixed-use development, with high number of residents, can help prevent the harborfront 

from becoming deserted out side of office hours. Many residents at the harborfront not only 

mean opportunities to live and work in the same district, but also customers for businesses 

and provides users for recreational amenities. A low and dense urban fabric, so called 

‘human-scale development’, reduces distances between different functions, decreasing 

the need for vehicular transportation and creates opportunities to walk. A built environment 

that is favorable for walking is one where there is activity and transparency at the ground 

floor. A ground floor becomes an ‘exchange zone’ between the building’s functions and 

the street.2 Functions such as service and retail can create contribute to active street life. 

Structure of the built environment frames the public realm and can have a large influence 

on the ability to attract users as well as visitors. Public buildings, such as arts and cultural 

buildings, can add diversity to the built environment and have the ability to attract users 

to the harborfront. Buildings like these have difficulty attraction people when the building 

is not in use, however combining these building types with other programming such as 

cafe’s and restaurants, or offering ‘free activities’ that can create an attraction for all users. 

The following working examples how  the built environment can support and enhance and 

active public realm.
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tjuvholmen
typology: mixed-uSe development
maSter plan: nielS torp architectS
location: olSo, norway
completed 2008-2012

‘Tjuvholmen’ is the next area of harborfront to be developed following Oslo’s ‘Fjord City’ 

large-scale renewal project. The Fjord City project began in the 1980’s with renowned 

harborfront ‘Aker Brygge’ (as mentioned earlier) and Tjuvholmen, consisting of 2.1 hectares, 

supporting 83,000m² (893,500ft2) of development, will extend this harborfront area further 

into the fjord.3  Aker Brygge was an old industrial shipyard that was transformed into a 

living and working district in the 1980’s. Since then it has become regarded as one of the 

most successful harborfront redevelopment projects,  The master plan was development 

was won by Norwegian architects Niels Torp Archtiects, the same architects that were 

tjuvholmen

tjuvholmen

aKer brygge
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involved in Aker Brygge.4 Their master plan builds on the successful attributes of Aker 

Brygge, such as low and dense built environment, mixed-use programming, pedestrian-

priority environment, good promenade and public spaces and good contact with the water, 

and translated them to a Tjuvholmen.

The site is divided into three islands, separated by new canals, which increases the 

waterfront frontage throughout the site. The development offers a variety of uses, 

including hotel, residential, shops, restaurants and office space, and mixes them vertically 

within the buildings. In most cases, public functions, such as service and retail on the 

ground floor, offices space on the middle floors, and residential apartments on the upper 

floors.5 The urban blocks are composed of several buildings, each designed by different 

architects to insure diversity, however guidelines were established to insure cohesion. The 

urban space of Tjuvholmen gives priority to pedestrians and cars kept at the periphery 

or underground parking lots. The pedestrian environment links all the public amenities 

together, connecting all amenities, green spaces, public plazas as well as ‘The Astrup 

Fearnley Museum of Modern Art’ by architect Renzo Piano, a new destination building 

at the tip of the development.6 The development pays attention to contact with water and 

is surrounded with waterfront promenades and opportunities to sit at the water’s edge. 

Tjuvholmen shares Aker Brygge’s strong pedestrian links to city center (a 10 min walk) as 

well as close proximity to a tram station.  

With such a fantastic location on the Oslo Fjord, this development will be expensive and 

exclusive, however public realm and ground floor amenities are open and available to the 

public.  The parks, promenade, cafes and restaurants will continue to make this area of 

harborfront an active and attractive to all users. 
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oSlo opera houSe and ballet
typology: cultural
architectS: Snøhetta
location: oSlo, norway
completed: 2008

Bjørvika, part of Oslo’s inner urban port, is currently in the process of a major harborfront 

redevelopment that will, over the next few years, see the shipping harbour transform into 

a new living and working extension of the city center. The City decided to introduce a new 

Opera House as the first harborfront intervention to attract the public and create urban life 

in the transforming harborfront. The Opera was the result of an international competition 

which was won by Norwegian architects, Snøhetta and opened in 2008. Besides the 

desire to offer a world-class opera and ballet facility, the competition brief expressly called 

for the design to build “civic identity” and offer “access for all”.7 The winning proposal 

achieved these desires with a building that gives its roofscape to the public and creates 

new harborfront urban space.

oSlo opera houSe
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In an interview with Snøhetta, the architects describe the buildings urban concept, “...by 

giving the site of the opera back to the people of Oslo, we could generate public ownership 

for the place and the building.” 8 The buildings form features a large ramp that connects 

the rooftop to the water in one sloping gesture, creating almost 20,000 m2 (215,000ft2) of 

publicly accessible urban space. The ramp, or “carpet” as it is referred to by the architects, 

is clad in bright white marble, and has been compared to glaciers and ice bergs, referencing 

the climate and landscape of Norway.  The architects describe the ‘carpet’ as, “...using the 

site twice, as public space and as building”.9 As a result the Opera becomes so much more 

than performance facility it becomes part of the harborfront landscape itself. 

As the first building at the harborfront was important that the Opera become a destination 

and attraction for Oslo’s residents and visitors. The carpet is a popular flexible urban 

space and draws users to the building, regardless of performance schedule. During the 

summer, outdoor performances and concerts are held in front of the Opera as a strategy to 

attract a broader range of users to the harborfront. A floating stage is brought in on a barge 

and the carpet becomes seating space providing ideal viewing opportunities. The building 

has been well received by the public and has attracted many more people than expected, 

leading the Opera’s cafe and restaurant to increase their seating capacity. 

The ‘carpet’ has greatly contributed to the success of the building and in doing so 

it contributes to the whole city by not only activating the harborfront, but allowing the 

public to new associations and relationships to the port. The building stands as a great 

example of the merger of public space and building to create to enhance and support  the 

harborfront’s public domain. The Oslo Opera has not only become a landmark for the city, 

but an icon for the whole country. The building has generated much international attention 

since its opening and has won many design awards, more recently the ‘carpet’ shared the 

European Prize for Urban Public Space for 2010.10
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[4b] new uSerS

The success of a harborfront redevelopment lies in its ability to become attractive to a 

variety of users, whether to live, work or visit. However, human desire to be close to water 

can lead to privatization, exclusivity and mono-functionality of harborfront areas, which 

fail to create attractive urban districts. Offering a variety residential and commercial sizes 

and typologies will not only attract a broad range of users, but can insure a return on 

the investment and the ability to be flexible during difficult economic times.11 Mixed-use 

developments can good urban model for harborfront redevelopment as functions can be 

mixed within the same building, providing an alternative to single-use planning, whilst 

providing flexibility and diversity to the built environment.

Attracting new users to the harborfront can be challenging. Some strategies to bring 

life to areas involves the starting or relocating institutions that attract a lot of users on 

a daily basis, such as hospitals or universities to the harborfront. This strategy creates 

a ‘necessary use’ of the harborfront that can contribute to the local economy and bring 

users to the area daily. Public events, such as cultural festivals, music concerts or theme 

weeks, such as a “harbour week” can be an effective way of attracting new users, whether 

out-of-town tourists or those from neighboring districts. These events can not only attract 

a wider user group to the harborfront, but also reinforce the harborfront as a dynamic 

and interesting place, to bring together new residents and the greater community with an 

urban experience.

The following examples show create strategies to attract new users to the harborfront, 

‘activating’ the development with urban life.
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hafencity univerSity
typology: inStitution
architectS: code unique 
location: hamburg, germany
completion: 2012

Hamburg, Germany is currently in the process of transforming the city’s urban port into 

a new 157 hectare mixed-use district, known as Hafencity.  The significant harborfront 

transformation will expand the area of Hamburg’s city center by 40 per cent, within about 20 

years.12 Part of Hafencity’s realization strategy is introduction of new institutions that bring 

new users early in the development process, in order to act as catalysts for starting urban 

life at the harborfront. As a result, Hafencity decided  to establish ‘HafenCity University’ at 

a prominent waterfront location at Magdeburger Hafen.13 

hafencity univerSity
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The university consists of a new architectural academy specializing in civil engineering, 

architecture and city planning. The master plan predicted that the future students would 

unlikely primary residents of HafenCity, however they saw, “...the benefit their presence 

at the harborfront would have a positive on the social structure and the service industries 

of neighbouring districts...while at the same time enhancing the social integration of 

HafenCity.”14  The university will define the character of this area,  now called the ‘Knowledge 

Quarter’, and the hopes are that the 1500 students, researchers and faculty attending the 

university will bring life and activity to the harborfront. 

The university is strategically placed in a prominent harborfront location at the water’s 

edge. Designed by German architects ‘Code Unique’, the building is designed with two 

wings connected with a central atrium. The atrium is  designed as a continuation between 

a new harborfront square in the west and park in the east and will hold public functions 

including a cafe and restaurant and space for exhibitions, readings, discussions.15 The 

Hafencity master plan called for the design of the University to be open and transparent, 

allowing good contact with the surround public space and to invite the public into and 

through the building. Code Unique’s design proposal attempts to do just that by opening 

the ground floor to contact with the surrounding spaces. 
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havneScenen
typology: floating Stage
deSignerS: Studio chriStian bjørn, fiSher+deSign
locationS: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 2005

The Havnescenen (or “Harbour Scene” in English) is a floating stage that was introduced 

to the Copenhagen’s harbour in 2005. The Scene was developed as the result of a 

feasibility study that looked into the potential use Copenhagen’s harbour for cultural and 

recreation.16 This study, called the ‘Blå Plan’ (or “Blue Plan” in English)  carried out by the 

City of Copenhagen, looked into various opportunities for intervening along the harbour 

edge or on the water itself, which could provide the harborfront with public amenities, 

these included fixed interventions such as squares, beaches, swimming baths and floating 

elements including pontoons and houseboats.17 

harbour Scene

make more about events and changing interests - able to move and activate dif-
ferent parts of the harbour, whilst drawing people to the edge- communicate us-
ing the internet and social netwoeklong, could be good startergey to bring life to 
different parts of the harborfront
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The Scene functions as a floating stage, which can facilitate multiple productions such 

as theatre and film screenings. The 312 m2 (3,300ft2) stage is mounted on a floating 

concrete pontoon and contains a bathroom and changing facilities below sea level under 

the stage.18 The floating concept allows the Scene moved from place to place within the 

harbour, hosting events and creating attractions in different places at different times. 

The stage docks at the harbour edge and the audience is seated on land. Six locations 

around the harbour were selected as performance zones, and their port edges have been 

adapted into stepped seating for audiences during events, and function as recreational 

water access points at other times.19 The Scene was privately funded and is run by a 

foundation with representatives from in the music, theater and film industry 

The simple floating stage has the ability to activate many different parts of the harbour 

attracting people into the port. These events can be used as a activation strategy to 

attract the public into former port areas before development. Finding simple ways to 

attract the public to the harbour can to help give space an identity and allow the public 

to become familiar with the area and the site before more permanent programming has 

been introduced. When development begins the spaces are already active and in use, 

reducing the challenge of attracting the public afterwards.  Floating harbour stages have 

been introduced in ports around the world, and currently the world’s largest on Singapore’s 

harborfront, where audiences reach 27 000 people.20
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[4c] public amenitieS

The shipping industry has left the urban port polluted and undesirable places to visit, 

but thanks to environmental regeneration, land and waters can be cleaned of industrial 

pollution and become safe for use. The largest pull to harborfronts is the opportunity to 

be close to, and spend time at the water. The water’s edge is a social place, a place 

where people can feel the outdoors and experience the sensory nature of the water, 

and harborfront recreational spaces such as harbour parks, beaches, promenades or 

activities, such as playgrounds and ball courts, can support these needs. Recreational 

spaces not only attract the public, but encourage healthy physical activity and promote 

social cohesion among the community. 

The following examples have celebrated the harborfront context with new exciting public 

amenities allowing the public to meet, socialize and play at the water’s edge. 
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iSlandS brygge havneparKen
typology: harbour parK
deSignerS: anneliSe bramSnÆS, poul jenSen
location: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 1984-2002 

Havneparken (or “Harbour Park” in English) is an immensely popular and well used 

harborfront park in Copenhagen’s inner harbour, especially during summer months. The 

park was the result of community action and initiative. In 1984 the surrounding communities 

petitioned to use the site for the purposes of creating a harbour park. They where first 

granted 10 000m2 and was not until 1995 that the park was extended to its current size of 

28 000m2.21 Piece by piece the trees and plants were added by the community and slowly 

the space was turned into a park. 

iSlandS brygge harbour parK
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In 2002, the park was renovated and programmed by Danish landscape architect, Annelise 

Bramsnæs and architect Poul Jensen. The was design to attract a broad range of users 

and  is programmed with overlapping activities, which not only creates a vibrant park, but 

allows users to watch the other activities as well as passers by, creating a pleasurable 

atmosphere to hang out and spend time. The park’s active programming includes a stage 

for events, playground for children, sports including skateboarding ramps, street basketball 

and volleyball. There are also passive uses in between, such as open grass for picnics 

and sunbathing, public grills and good seating along the promenade. Views to harbour 

water and excellent sun exposure attracts many users every summer. 

Havneparken is a strong example of a harborfront park that actively connects and utilizes 

green space and the harborfront atmosphere, creating a important recreational zone 

for the surrounding neighborhood and greater Copenhagen. A good balance between 

programmed and unprogrammed space provides good recreational amenities for specific 

activities, whilst allowing spontaneous events to occur. The Havneparken has become 

an important harborfront attraction that appeals to all user groups, especially during the 

summer.
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badeSchiff
typology: recreation
deSigner: SuSanne lorenZ and gil wilK
location: berlin, germany
completed: 2004

The Badeschiff (or ‘Bathing Ship” in English) in Berlin, Germany, is a series of floating 

recreational spaces made of platforms on stilts and re-used harbour barges. It comprises of 

a swimming pool, sun decks and an open air bar, which are interconnected by boardwalks 

that attach the barges to the harbour edge. Badeschiff was initially proposed as a 

temporary art installation in the east harbour section of Berlin’s River Spree, but due to the 

installation’s huge popularity, it has become a permanent addition to the harborfront.22 The 

barge containing the recreational pool water is heated and kept at 24ºC (75ºF) year round. 

This has heightened its popularity as a recreation space as it is used all day, regardless of 

badeSchiff
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weather conditions, until the evening as the bar when the bar closes at midnight. During 

the winter the barges are covered with a tensile membrane and converted into two saunas 

and an outdoor cooling platform, keeping the facility popular all year round.23

Badeschiff has become an important recreational destination and has brought new life and 

activity to the harborfront. It have became so popular because if offered the public a unique 

experience in a part of the port that was under utilized. The result of good programming has 

fulfilled a recreational need that supports many users, young and old and offers diverse 

activities all day and throughout the year. The facility itself creates little impact to the site 

and because it is floating, it could be moved to another part of the harbour if necessary. 

As the result of this project, other cities around the world have introduced similar floating 

swimming facilities on their harborfronts, including Brooklyn and Budapest.
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Strategic toolS

This section discussed three key challenges in attracting and activating newly developed 

harborfronts. As we move into the 21st Century, our needs and desires have led us to seek 

out more ‘livable’ environments, not only places we would like to live and work, but places 

that encourage us to stay, to walk and to play. Attracting new users to the port is one of 

the greater challenges in harborfront transformation and this section revealed that the built 

environment, diverse users and public amenities all contribute to creating an attractive 

urban district at the water’s edge, not only for the users, but for the enjoyment of the city 

as a whole.

The following toolbox outlines these three concepts with strategies to help not only invite 

new users to the port, but create conditions that ‘activate’ a harborfront development with 

urban life.
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built environment

new uSerS

public amenitieS

development Should be 
human-Scale development, 
with attention to climate and 
context

deStination buildingS Should 
be public in function and 
contribute to the public realm

mixed-uSe  development with 
variety of living and worKing 
SpaceS attractS diverSe uSerS

temporary eventS and 
attractionS can attract a 
greater variety of uSer groupS 
and viSitorS

variety of public  ‘green’ and 
‘blue’ amenitieS, Such aS parKS 
and Swimming facilitieS, Should 
be uSed to attract uSerS

outdoor Space Should offer 
opportunitieS to exerciSe 
promoting healthy lifeStyleS

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET
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celebrating the harborfront

heritage + reuSe - exiSting uSerS - branding + identity
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[5] celebrating the harborfront

In today’s globalized economies, there is increasing pressure on cities to not only compete 

with each other for commerce, investment and tourism, but to develop and exhibit their 

personal ‘identity’ or brand. This places new value on unique and significant characteristics 

of the city, such as culture, arts or history, as well as its context, such as favorable climate, 

landscape or amenities. Harborfront transformation, largely due to its predominant location, 

offers new opportunities to express and market a city’s identity, whether celebrating the 

heritage of the past, or shaping a future identity. 

This section looks closer at harborfront’s ability to influence a city’s identity and how 

celebrating attributes of the past, present and future visions can be woven together to 

create new urban identity.
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[5a] heritage and reuSe

Urban ports are filled with unique industrial architecture and infrastructure, including 

cranes, warehouses and storage buildings, many of which are exclusive to the pre-

containerized shipping industry. In some port redevelopments, these elements removed 

to make way for new urban development.1 These elements can provide and important 

historic and cultural link to a port city’s maritime heritage, and provide potentially attractive 

qualities that add to the character of the harbour environment, resulting in developments 

void of maritime context or identity. It is possible to integrate historically and contextually 

significant architecture, landscape and infrastructure into new development through 

restoration, preservation, temporary and adaptive reuse. 

Attracting new users to a transforming harborfront can be challenging, especially in the early 

stages of development. Employing temporary use strategies can create new opportunities 

to activate ports early in the process. “Temporary Use” is ideal strategy when the original 

use of a building is abandoned and in time period before development begins, which can 

take years, the space can be leased.2  Ports are usually filled with storage and warehouse 

facilities that are ideal for a variety of temporary uses, from artists studios to exhibition and 

gallery spaces. Temporary use can also lead directly into permanent programing based 

on the popularity or success of the temporary program. This helps develop character and 

build public ownership and identity with the harborfront. The following examples utilize 

temporary use to bring new life to the harborfront. 

The following working examples show how port architecture can be given new life to 

become part of the new harborfront landscape whether temporary or permanent., whilst 

preserving contextual heritage of the port.
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clydebanK titan crane
typology: reStoration + preServation
architect: collective architecture
location: glaSgow, Scotland
reStored: 2007 [original conStruction 1907]

The port city of Glasgow, Scotland has recently restored a hundred year old harbour crane, 

known as the Clydebank Titan Crane. The crane had been deemed to have significant 

historical and cultural importance and granted full restoration by Historic Scotland.3 Its 

restoration included a new visitor’s center, designed by Collective Architecture, which 

exhibits the story of the structure and the history of the working port of Glasgow. The 

crane contributed significantly to the development of Glasgow and the shipyard, as the 

crane offered a rare unique lifting capacity of 200 tons, which made the port a world leader 

in shipbuilding during the early 20th century.4 The crane stands 45m (150ft) above the 

harbour and gives visitors access to a new enclosure along the jib portion of the crane, 

providing unique views of the city and port. 

[1] new lighting creating 
a landmarK at night [left]

the clydebanK titan crane

[2] the crane aS Seen 
from the harbour [above]

[3] aS Seen from below [right] 
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The integration of public access is done with minimal alteration to the existing structure, 

not compromising the over all industrial aesthetic of the crane. The restoration of the 

Clydebank Titan Crane demonstrates the value in the preservation of historically significant 

port structures. As more industrial harborfronts redevelop, there will be many opportunities 

to preserve and reuse port infrastructure, whether for landmarks or for completely new 

functions. The Titan crane has not only become renewed cultural landmark for the city of 

Glasgow, but also stands as a historical link to the city’s past.

Transforming port space into living space requires significant reprogramming, making 

many of these port buildings obsolete and redundant. Harborfront redevelopment in the 

past has seen the complete removal of these buildings giving architects and planners a 

clean slate for new architecture. However, strategies such as ‘Adaptive-Reuse’, provide 

valuable opportunities to reuse and refurbish these existing structures for new functional 

needs of today’s harborfronts. Although adaptive-reuse may compromise the historical 

integrity of buildings, they do however, preserve important traces of the port history by 

giving old structures new life and allowing them to become integrated into future harborfront 

redevelopment. 
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docKen culture center
typology: temporary uSe
location: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 

Docken is a temporary multifunctional culture center located in Nordhavnen (or “North 

Harbour” in English) of Copenhagen, Denmark. Nordhavnen is currently undeveloped and 

still functions as a shipping port and cruise ship terminal. The center is located in old 

storage warehouse and the open flexible space allows multiple uses from exhibitions and 

art installations to weddings and private functions to conferences and fairs.5 Docken is 

currently the only public attraction in the harbour, but despite its isolated location, it has 

become a popular location thanks to its ability to cater to many different uses. During the 

summers the outdoor space hosts a popular beach bar and social space, and a night with 

regular event parties and concerts.6 

docKen culture center
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Docken re-use of obsolete port architecture demonstrates the potential in utilizing these 

structure for temporary uses. Docken has been successful in creating destination that appeal 

to a wide user groups by utilizing the flexibility of the warehouses to be reprogrammed with 

a variety of uses. During harborfront transformation, existing port architecture, such as 

warehouses, could be used temporarily to help bring new uses into the harborfront during 

early stages of redevelopment could. Short-term leases could bring cultural attractions, 

exhibitions, galleries and social spaces into these spaces until development begins, 

activating port with urban life before and during redevelopment.
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[5b] exiSting uSerS

Although the shipping industry has left many urban ports, sub-sector harbour industries 

such as cruise ship industry, commercial fishing, waterborne passenger transportation, 

specialised manufacturing or maritime technologies, might inhabit part of the harborfront. 

But if an urban port happens to have distinctive characteristic port industries, these could 

be an asset to harborfront and should retained and integrated into new redevelopment 

strategies. Established port industries can diversify and enriching the harborfront’s 

identity, whilst strengthening the overall economic relationship between the port and the 

city.7 Redevelopment could also provide an opportunity to introduce new industries to the 

port could also be introduced to bring new economic identity to port cities. In Venice, Italy, 

the city introduced and used the marine research industry as a strategy to specialize the 

harborfront district in new information and knowledge industries.8  These industries could 

also offer an important supplement to the tourism, adding to the identity and character of 

the port.  

The following working examples so the value in supporting and integrating existing port 

industries into the redevelopment as a strategy to enhance the harborfront’s identity and 

strengthen the port’s economic diversity.
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fiSKetorget i bergen 
typology: commercial 
architect: eder bieSel architectS
location: bergen, norway
eStimated completion: 2011

Fisketorget (or “Fish market” in English) is an important historic and cultural attraction on 

harborfront of the Norwegian coastal city of Bergen, and the harborfront has been the site 

of fish markets for almost 400 years, dating back to 1630.9 Today the market primarily sells 

freshly caught fish, as well as other goods, such as fruit, vegetables, other regional food 

produce and flowers, is well supported by residents and visitors alike. The municipality 

of Bergen, Norway recently held an architectural competition for the design of a new 

harborfront market square and fish market building, with the intent to, “...bring the fishery 

into the modern era” and “...restore its status as an attractive marketplace for the city’s 

own inhabitants”.10

bergen fiSKetorget
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The intent of the competition was to create better protection from Bergen’s rainy and 

windy climate, create better logistics for the attraction and to develop a new design identity 

for the market.11 A new harborfront building, would allow the market to be moved indoors, 

the market could attract and facilitate more people to the harborfront year-round. The 

design competition was won by the Norwegian architectural office Eder Biesel Architects. 

The jury determined that their proposal “...offered a clear architectural expression that did 

not detract from the important surrounding historic context”.12

Fishing is a common sub-sector industry that is facilitated by ports around the world. For 

some ports, the fishing industry has historical and cultural value, such as the Fish Market 

in Bergen.  The city’s decision to feature and integrate the market at the harborfront, will 

in turn will support and possibly enhance the existing industry, preserving characteristics 

of the city and the harborfront. 
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ponte parodi
typology: mixed-uSe terminal and public parK
architect: unStudio
location: genoa, italy
eStimated completion: 2011

At the port city of Genoa, Italy, the shipping industry was relocated out of the urban 

port, however a large-scale cruise-ship industry remained in the port, receiving 3 million 

passengers a year.13 Supporting this industry within the future harborfront redevelopment 

has been an important factor in sustaining the economic port-city relationship. In 2001, 

the City of Genoa held an international competition for the restructuring of a central 

harbour pier to kick-off the harborfront regeneration around the cruise ship industry by 

extending urban amenities for residents and tourists and integrating them into the port.14 

The competition called for the design of a new terminal for the continued facilitation of 

cruise ships and the integration of public outdoor space and secondary functions such as 

entertainment, wellness, commerce and technology.

ponte parodi
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The competition was won by the Dutch architects UN Studio and the project is currently in 

the final stages of design development and due for opening in 2012. UN Studio described 

their proposal as a “three-dimensional piazza, a low-slung, faceted structure designed 

to bring liveliness of the city to the waterfront and visa versa.”15  Attention was given to 

potential users, which were grouped in four categories: “cruise ship tourists, other tourists, 

residents and students”. Mixed functions and attractions were programmed to keep the 

complex lively with activity all day and into the night. The proposed design is to be a 

“meeting place on the water” with a generous public park on the roof-top, gardens and 

public plazas offer a potentially fantastic amenity for the city, especially with panoramic 

views of the picturesque cityscape and harborfront. 

This example demonstrates how a complex mix of program can still support and enhance 

the cruise ship industry, whilst offering a wide range of activities, welcoming visitors and 

attracting local residents. The proposal’s extensive roofscape gives new harborfront urban 

space back to the city and could in itself become an important asset and attraction for the 

city. 
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[5c] branding and identity

As we move from industrial to post-industrial economies, many port cities have used their 

harborfronts to re-brand themselves as attractive urban centers, not only for their citizens 

or tourism, but to attract investment and commerce. In today’s global economy, identity 

branding play important roles in competition among cities. The term ‘city branding’ is used to 

describe the intentional promotion and marketing of a city’s ‘identity’, using characteristics 

such as cultural, recreational or historic amenities, in order to positively influence how it 

is seen by the rest of the world. Branding is essentially a marketing strategy and can be 

defined as “the application of marketing techniques for the advancement of a product”.16 

Branding plays an important role in shaping the future image of  harborfront redevelopment.  

The following examples show how harborfront developments were able to re-branding 

and shape new identities for their cities at a local and international level. 
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bilbao guggenheim muSeum 
typology: cultural facility
architect: franK gehry 
location: bilbao, Spain
completed: 1999

The Guggenheim Museum was part of a long-range redevelopment plan to re-invent and 

re-market Bilbao as the center of culture for northern Spain. The city moved away from 

its heavy industrial economy, specializing in ship-building and manufacturing, and looked 

to its riverfront and harborfront to help the city transform into a more service and tourism 

orientated economy.17  Bilbao used the introduction of a new museum as a strategy to ‘kick-

start’ the redevelopment efforts and attract international attention and investment, while 

at the same time boosting local self-esteem. The museum’s radical organic and curved 

forms of titanium and glass, created a unique and eye-catching building and attracted the 

attention of the whole world. The museum instantly become an internationally recognized 

guggenheim muSeum in bilbao
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landmark and is frequently credited with “...putting Bilbao on the world map”.18 Bilbao 

succeeded in becoming the ‘Cultural Center’ of Northern Spain, and at the same time 

becoming the banking and investment capital of the country. 

The impact this museum had on the transformation of the city’s image was in fact so to 

successful that it has widely become know as the “Bilbao Effect”, and set a contemporary 

precedence for the value of avant-garde harborfront architecture and cultural amenities 

as an urban branding tools.19 The influence of this museum has impacted almost every 

major urban harborfront redevelopment around the world. Many of today’s redeveloped 

harborfronts feature one or more iconic arts or cultural building at the water’s edge in 

hopes of similar success. Although it may appear that the museum single-handedly solved 

all Bilbao’s problems, the museum was just part of a larger holistic transformation strategy, 

which included, a new metro system, by the architects Foster and Partners, and a new 

airport, by the Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava. Although there is no denying that it 

had an important role in redefining the image and identity of this port city. The Bilbao Effect 

has lead to a new understanding of the ‘value’ of iconic architecture and public amenities, 

and their potential impact on the transformation of urban ports. 
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bo01 houSing exhibition
typology: mixed-uSe development
architectS: variouS
location: malmö, Sweden
completed 2000

Harborfront redevelopment was also used help rebrand the Swedish city of Malmö, as an 

emerging leader in ‘sustainable urban development’. Branded as the ‘City of Tomorrow’, 

the Bo01 (or ‘Live 2001’ in English) is an ambitious new harborfront district designed 

to showcase the latest strategies in sustainable urban planning and design.21 Similar to 

Bilbao, one piece of architecture in this development makes a grand statement, in this case 

the ‘Turning Torso’, by architect Santiago Calatrava, the tallest building in Scandinavia. 

Although this building contributes to the development’s image, its the ideas, concepts and 

qualities of the new built environment, public amenities and environmental performance 

that have lead to its identity as one of the most ‘sustainable urban developments’ in the 

world.22

bo01 
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Malmø’s maritime economy, consisting mainly of a large ship building industry, began to 

close during the 1980’s, leaving the city in need of redefining its economic role in Sweden.23 

Bo01 was developed as the European Housing Expo for 2001, as well as the first phase of 

larger redevelopment plan to develop the rest of Västra Hamnen, Malmö’s ‘West Harbour’. 

The Expo created an opportunity to attract international attention to the and in 2001, the 

site of an old Saab automobile factory and assembly plant was transformed into new 

urban district of 600 new dwellings 1000 residents.24

Bo01 followed a central objective to create to become a leading international example 

of environmental and social sustainability in an attractive and dense urban district. The 

development experiments with various planning strategies, architectural typologies and 

landscape design, to create a district that uses 100% local renewable energy. The project 

was completed in 2 phases, with 17 developers and 21 architects, all involved early in 

the process and following strict design and planning guidelines. Malmö will continue its 

development of Västra Hamnen to house 30,000 people over the next 20 years and plans 

to follow similar strategies and build on the brand as leading example of sustainable 

harborfront development.25
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Strategic toolS

This section discussed three opportunities the harborfront redevelopment presents that 

allows it to impact the future character and identity of the port, and even the city as a 

whole. The unique harborfront context offers many opportunities to reuse and integrate the 

port landscape into new redevelopment planning, create harborfront urban districts with 

traces of history can be celebrated in new development. Existing users can be integrated 

creating a more diverse activities at the harborfront. Many opportunities are presented in 

harborfront redevelopment and its ability to help redefine and rebrand cities. 

The following toolbox outlines these three main identity concepts with strategies to help 

develop a more integrated and enriched harborfront identity.
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heritage + reuSe

exiSting uSerS

brand identity

integrate traceS of the 
hiStorical context into new 
development guidelineS

encourage preServation or 
adaptive-reuSe of exiSting port 
StructureS 

integrate exiSting 
‘characteriStic’ port uSerS 
into new development, Keeping 
harbourfront diverSe and 
active

branding can help focuS 
viSionS and goalS, creating and 
Strengthening identity

branding can help attract 
attention and public Support 
for a harbourfront project

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET
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SuStaining the harbourfront

reStoration - SuStainability - protection
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[6] SuStaining the harborfront

Most urban ports are heavily polluted from decades of industrial use with toxic chemicals 

and heavy metals, which remain present in the soils and waters of harborfronts. Today 

we are experiencing a change of mind-set, which is effecting the way we design and 

plan the built environment. The term “sustainable” is used to describe these values 

which place great importance on the natural environment and creates an awareness of 

limiting, and some cases reversing, man’s negative impact on ecology and use of natural 

resources. The built environment has a huge impact on the relationship between man 

and environment and harborfront redevelopment offers new opportunities to introduce 

sustainable design in planning practices. Today we are faced with many global challenges, 

from waste and pollution to climatic changes to energy resource concerns, and the design 

of the built environment has the potential to meet these issues. The port’s coastal location 

and proximity to urban centers places the harborfront in a unique position to play a greater 

role in moving cities closer to sustainable environments.

This section will discuss three opportunities for a more sustainable redevelopment of the 

port. Each issue offers examples of solutions that have attempted to enhance and improve 

the city’s relationship with the natural environment.
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[6a] reStoration

Before harborfronts can be safe for re-habitation, it is necessary that port soils are cleared 

of all harmful industrial pollutants from these polluted areas, or “brownfields”. The US’s 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) describes brownfields as, “…property where, the 

expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or 

potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant”.1 Thankfully, it 

is possible to reverse the effects of brownfields through land revitalization, employing 

techniques such as removal or decontaminant of toxic soils. Clean land creates new 

valuable harborfront areas can be re-occupied and utilized for development. 

Bluespace has also been a target of clean up, but it is only recently have cities begun to 

make port waters safe enough for public use. In some harbours, such as Copenhagen’s 

Inner harbour,  it is clean and safe enough for swimming in. The port water quality has 

been improved through relocation of better control systems to manage waste and storm 

water.2 Environmental clean up efforts have helped many cities restore port space to 

a safe and habitable standards. Pollution free coastal areas can offer the possibility of 

habitat restoration for many flora and forna, not only in land, but also in the water. 

The following examples show how the transform of polluted harborfront land and water 

can open opportunities to create new public parks and new harborfront communities.  
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gaS worKS parK
typology: reclaimed green Space
landScape architect: richard haag
location: Seattle, waShington
completed: 1975

Gas Works Park is a 77 000 m² coastal public park on the harborfront of Lake Union in 

Seattle Washington. The park is on the former industrial site of the Seattle Gas Light 

Company’s oil and processing plant, originally constructed in 1902.3 In 1962, the City 

of Seattle acquired the site which sparked lively public discussion about whether the 

brownfield site should be developed with buildings or converted into a public park. The gas 

company had contaminated the soil and groundwater from years of industrial use. It was 

decided to create a public park on the brownfield and the City of Seattle commissioned the 

noted landscape architect Richard Haag to design the park.

A natural process of bio-phyto remediation was implemented to detoxify the soils. This 

process which adds microorganisms to the soil to accelerate soil restoration of nutrients and 

gaS worKS parK
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expulsion of contaminated particles.4 The majority of the site was cleared and converted 

into green park space. Although the park was effectively cleared of toxic contaminants and 

additional measures where taken including removal of soils and containing  waste areas to 

prevent pollutants from surfacing. The park is still closely monitored for leakages, which on 

occasion are found and dealt with imediatly.5  Haag decided that some of the gasification 

plant’s infrastructure should be kept, reused and integrated into the parks design to serve 

as reminders of the park’s industrial past. These industrial elements included a boiler 

house, which has been converted into a picnic shelter and a former compressor building is 

now a children’s play space. Gas Works Park is just one of the growing numbers of urban 

parks and green space that can now be safely used by the public through environmental 

land regeneration efforts. 
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iSlandS brygge harbour bath
typology: public bathing facility
architectS: plot
location: copenhagen, denmarK
completed: 2003

Over the last few years the port of Copenhagen has invested in cleaning and removing all 

pollution from the port’s bluespace. The city also went further as to re-site other industry 

as well as waste treatment plants, to insure the water would be safe for occupation.6 

As a result, a temporary floating harbour bath was added to Islands Brygge Harbour 

park (mentioned earlier) in 2002, which allowed the public to safely swim in the harbour 

water for the first time. The temporary harbourbath was so successful during its opening 

summer season, that the City of Copenhagen held a competition for the design of a 

larger permanent harbourbath for the following year. The new bath was designed to be a 

permanent extension of Havneparken into the bluespace. Danish architects, PLOT, won 

iSlandS brygge harbour bath
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the competition with a proposal floating platform framing five swimming areas and a raised 

‘jumping platform’. The platform is clad in wooden decking and provides space for 600 

users.7 

Clean harbour waters not only increases the chance of returning marine life including 

plants and fish into the harbour, building the biodiversity and enhancing the coastal 

ecosystem, but unlock incredible recreation potential. The harbourbath is used by the 

public in a similar way to how a beach is used, its less about swimming and more about 

meeting and socializing. The harbourbath has been so successful and popular with the 

inhabitants of Copenhagen that other harbourbaths are planned in other parts of the city’s 

harbour. The social and recreational value of a ‘harbour bath’ could help encourage port 

cities around the world to cleanse their harbour waters. 
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[6b] SuStainable SyStemS

Today’s coastal cities are growing rapidly in population and recent energy concerns have 

placed a level of uncertainty as to how the world will move away from fossil fuels to other 

energy sources. The concern with the scale of dependency on fossil fuels, particularly oil, 

as the world’s primary energy source, is that the supply of these resources is finite and 

there are indicators that the global supply is becoming scarce.8 Alternative energy sources 

exist which are renewable and have a far less impact of the natural environment, such 

as photovoltaic energy (solar power) wind energy and geo-thermal energy (from ground 

heat). However, these energy sources require favorable natural preconditions in order 

become feasible as an energy alternative, such as wind energy, which requires significant 

prevailing winds and available land (or water) to establish a wind farm.

New emerging technologies allow us to harness clean renewable energy from the ocean 

at the coastal edge. At the coastline, wave motion, tidal fluctuations and ocean currents 

are being studied and tested for energy generating powers. Coastal energy technologies 

such as Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) and Sea Water Cooling have placed 

new importance on the harborfront as a new zone of potential urban renewable energy 

production. Creating thermal comfort in the built environment, whether heating or cooling, 

is a large energy and resource consumer.9 SWC offers a means of harnessing the heat 

and cold from the ocean and supplement heating and cooling systems. This technology 

can work on an individual building scale or on a district scale.   

The following examples demonstrate the great potential for port cities to employ these 

clean coastal energy technologies and for new urban development to adopt energy 

efficient strategies.
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hammarby SjöStad
typology: mixed-uSe
location: StocKholm, Sweden
completed: 2000-

Hammarby Sjöstad, in Stockholm Sweden, has been noted for its innovative and 

progressive approach to ‘sustainable’ harborfront community developments.10 Hammarby 

Sjöstad, community designed for 25,000 residents, was planned on the former site of 

an industrial ship yard. After extensive environmental clean up, including soil and water 

purification in the 1990’s, the area was deemed safe for habitation. A new harborfront 

community was designed with firm goals to achieve minimal environmental impact, 

including the reuse and processing of waste and resources, production of energy and 

food, whilst creating a quality harborfront community that would serve as model for future 

sustainable developments.11 

hammarby SjöStad
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The holistic planning strategy is focused on an “eco-cycle” resource concept – “energy 

consumption and waste production are minimized, while resource saving, reusing and 

recycling are maximized”.12 This concept is carried out through a network of systems 

that allow the recovery and reuse of waste and turn it into valuable resources for the 

community, such as energy, heating, cooling, cooking fuel, irrigation and composting. The 

systems are developed in such a way that there that very little net waste produced by 

the community. Recovery strategies include the production of both electricity and district 

heating from incinerated combustible domestic waste, as well as heat recovery from the 

on-site treated wastewater for the district heating system.13 

Household waste is treated in a innovative way. Combustible household waste and food 

waste is brought via an automated underground “pneumatic system” from deposition areas 

to a heating and power plant, where it is incinerated and turned into district heating and 

electricity. Waste, such as paper, metal, glass and plastic packaging material is collected 

in recycling rooms. The food waste is composted and turned into soil.14  Human waste is 

treated in an equally innovative way. The waste water is first pumped to the development’s 

central District Heating plant. There it is lead through heat pumps, that extract the heat 

from the water, to be used for district heating. In this process cold water, which is used 

for district cooling, is also produced. The organic materials, which are separated from 

the waste water in the form of sludge is digested in huge, oxygen free tanks. During the 

digestion process, micro organisms produce ‘biogas’, which is used for 900 gas cookers 

and is also used as fuel for buses and cars.15

Hammarby Sjöstad is an important example of exceptional sustainable development and 

makes a bold attempt to achieve minimal impact on the environment through innovative 

technological interventions. These systems effectively work behind the scenes of a quality 

living and working harborfront community. This development stands as an important step 

forward for future urban development with integrated resource efficient systems and 

infrastructure. 
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honolulu Sea water air conditioning
typology: diStrict infraStructure
location: honolulu, hawaii, uSa
completion: 2012

Conservation of energy for coastal cities is becoming a critical issue, especially for places 

that rely heavily on fossil fuels for the generation of energy. The islands of Hawaii rely 

extensively on fossil fuels for 90% of their energy and have the highest energy use per 

capita in the United States, with air-conditioning one of the greater energy demands of the 

built environment. Hawaii’s coastal geography allows close access to cold deep seawater 

making these volcanic islands ideal candidates for hydro-thermal cooling or ‘sea water 

air-conditioning’ (SWAC). As a result, the island chain’s capital, Honolulu, will be the first 

‘warm weather’ city center to receive this SWAC system district utility system. The district 

utility will service about 40 buildings in Honolulu’s downtown area when it goes online in 

2012, and another 5 buildings there after. 16

honolulu, hawaii
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In the case of Honolulu, offers a means of harnessing the ‘cold’ from the ocean and 

supplement heating and cooling systems. A five foot wide pipe will pull 7°C (45 °F) water 

from a depth of 520m (1700 ft) and loop through a heat exchanger, which thermally 

transfers the heat to closed fresh-water loop. The sea water is returned to the ocean at a 

depth of 60m (200 ft) at 13°C (56 °F), and the cold fresh water continues to the building’s air 

conditioning units and is exchanged to cold air.17 This method eliminates energy intensive 

process artificially create the cold air.  According to an article in ‘Environmental Science 

and Technology’, Honolulu’s SWAC system, “...will save its clients about 20% in cooling 

costs, by reducing power use by 77 million kilowatt hours per year, or 75%, it will cut CO2 

emissions by 84,000 tons.”18

This technology can work on an individual building scale or on a district scale and is 

becoming more popular in harborfront architecture and redevelopment. Coastal cities 

from Stockholm, Sweden to Toronto, Canada have adopted these such technologies. 

In Toronto’s city center, a freshwater district cooling system from Lake Ontario services 

57 buildings, effectively reducing energy consumption by up to 90%.19 Some of today’s 

landmark harborfront buildings, such as the Vancouver Convention Center in Canada, and 

the Danish Royal Playhouse in Copenhagen, have also integrated SWAC systems into 

their design.20 Harborfronts can now offer their cities access to renewable resources and 

with the expected success of Honolulu’s SWAC system there are hopes that other cities, 

especially those in tropical locations, will be inspired follow suite.
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[6c] protection

The world’s coastlines are in a constant state of flux. Nature’s forces over millions of years 

have shaped the coast through a continual cycle of ocean forces, flooding, erosion and 

deposition. The built environment has intervened in these cycles and created an artificial 

presence at the coastal edge, disturbing these natural flows. It is when developments in 

coastal regions restrict this natural flux, that cities are more at risk to be impacted and 

sometimes even devastated with violent changes in climate. The creation of ports and 

urban infrastructure artificially impacts ecosystems and this can expose coastal cities to 

potential risk. Effective storm water management can help new development absorb and 

dispose of excess rainwater run-off through strategies such as permeable surfaces, bio 

-retention landscaping or green roofs. This water resource can be treated and reused 

(such as irrigation) or discharged locally.

New global threats such as sea-level rise and the increased possibility of unpredictable 

weather have become a growing concern for coastal cities. With more of the earth’s 

inhabitants living in urban centers, many of which are coastal cities, the smallest 

fluctuations in sea-level could produce devastating results for millions of people.21 Port 

cities find themselves with varying degrees of vulnerability based on their geography, 

those located on rivers are more susceptible to flooding and tidal changes in water level, 

compared to those located on oceans or lakes. Although they become more susceptible 

to other natural disasters from the ocean, such as tsunamis.  In some cases, the port can 

become a city’s first line of defense against climatic threats. With increasing threats from 

man-induced climate change, researchers are looking into the possibilities of new large-

scale, long-term solutions to protect our coastal cities. 

The following examples illustrate how defensive measures have and will begin to play a 

larger role in harborfront redevelopment for the protection of coastal cities. 
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the thameS barrier
typology: flood barrier infraStructure
deSigner: charleS draper
location: london, england
completed: 1984

Beginning in early 1970’s, the City of London agreed that the threat was such that they 

had to intervene in the Thames River with a barrier in order to protect the city from storm 

surges and flooding. The mouth of the Thames River is particularly vulnerable to storms 

coming across the English Channel, especially when a high surge coincides with a 

bimonthly ‘spring high tide’ serious flooding can occur. The barrier gates close when it is 

predicted that the water levels will exceed a 4.87 ft rise in central London.22 Constructed 

between 1974 and 1984, the Thames Barrier is at present, the second largest movable 

barrier in the world. According to United Kingdom’s Environment Agency, “The width of the 

barrier from bank to bank is about 520ft with the four main openings each having a clear 

span of 61ft.” and each of the four gates are, “capable of withstanding an overall flood load 

of more than 9,000 tons”. In recent years, we have witnessed the catastrophic effects of 

thameS barrier
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natural disasters on coastal cities. Since the complete installation of the barrier in 1984, 

the gates have had to close over a hundred times for defensive reasons, much higher than 

initially predicted.23 

For other port cities located on rivers, tidal fluctuations, poor storm water management 

and changing weather patterns can cause disastrous flooding. There is hope for new 

development, in the case of HafenCity in Hamburg, Germany, precautionary methods 

for flood protection from the River. The HafenCity Offical website explains that, “All new 

buildings stand on artificial bases eight meters above sea level - out of reach of the 

most extreme flooding.”24 The interior of flood-secure platforms created an unexpected 

opportunity to facilitate underground car garages. Hafencity is planned on the assumption 

that the harborfront will be flooded by extreme weather once or twice a year. 
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paliSade bay: Soft infraStructureS
typology: reSearch planning Study
reSearcherS: princeton univerSity
location: new yorK city, ny, uSa
dateS: 2007-2008

In 2007, the ‘Latrobe Prize’, a research grant funded by the American Institute of 

Architects College of Fellows, went to a team of engineers, architects and planners at 

Princeton’s Center for Architecture, Urbanism and Infrastructure. Their task was to rethink 

the relationship between the urban infrastructure and the ecology of the harbours around 

Palisade Bay and to propose solutions for the protection of the surrounding cities, which 

include New York City, Brooklyn and New Jersey from floods, storm serges and natural 

disasters.25 The proposal puts forth the concept of introducing ‘natural barriers’ along the 

harbour edge, such as coastal wetlands, to protect the coastline and barriers islands and 

reefs in the bay to absorb tidal surges and storms.26 These concepts inform specific design 

strategies that preserve the existing urban fabric while creating a protective buffer around 

the coastline. 

paliSade bay: Soft infraStructure
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The team describe the introduction of natural barriers as “soft infrastructure”, that uses 

landscape elements such as berms, tidal pools and wetland habitat, to create a dynamic 

edge that widens and expands the  harbour edge.27 These landscape elements can also 

be used my the public and programmed with recreational amenities, such as parks, sports 

fields and walkway promenades. Strategically placed landscaped berms and tidal pools 

will divert and absorb tidal surges, whilst creating wetlands that could enhance the habitat 

for marine and bird life. ‘Soft infrastructure’ will also filter storm water run-off from the city, 

which could help increase the water quality of the harbour.  

Offshore, the study proposes a “barrier island archipelago” to intercept storms and tidal 

surges before they reach the coastal cities. The shape and arrangement of islands are 

designed and developed to decrease the velocity of currents and waves associated with 

storm surges, while respecting the many navigation paths of ferries and ships.28 The 

islands are constructed with system of tubular ‘geo-textile’ fabric containers, filled with 

sediment, then stacked and shaped to form a perimeter island wall and filled with dredged 

soil.29 It is suggested that these islands be publicly accessible and  programmed with 

amenities, such as nature boardwalks and recreational boat anchorages. 

Introducing “soft infrastructure” to replicate nature’s coastal barriers, with coastal wetlands 

and artificial barrier islands, offers new innovative concepts for the transformation of 

harborfronts and the protection of coastal urban development. This study also shows how 

original coastal ecology can become part of an harborfront redevelopment strategy. By 

using landscape as natural barriers, a new opportunity to bring back coastal habitat for 

marine life, animals and birds could also offer long term benefits in diversifying the local 

ecosystem. Landscaped coastal edges also have huge recreation and leisure potential to 

attract urban inhabitants to the water’s edge.  
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Strategic toolS

This section discussed three key challenges that impact the relationship between the port 

and the natural environment, and showed working examples that address these strategies. 

The history of industrial port use, together with growing global concerns regarding climate 

change, pose additional challenges to the redevelopment of harborfronts.  The introduction 

of new “sustainable” values has become integral part of the planning and design of today’s 

built environment and harborfront redevelopment presents a unique opportunity to create 

new urban districts the integrate with these values from the beginning. 

The following toolbox outlines these three concepts with strategies to help plan a more 

environmentally sustainable harborfront transformation.
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[a] reStoration

[b] SuStainable SyStemS

[c] protection

implement thorough clean-up 
StrategieS to purify land and 
water

inSure new harbor development 
iS environmentally appropriate 
and doeS diSrupt natural cycleS

taKe precautionary meaSureS 
to protect development from 
flooding and natural diSaSterS

integrate effective on-Site Storm 
water management StrategieS 
protect from Storm SurgeS

eStabliSh clear energy goalS 
and guidelineS early in the 
planning proceSS 

if feaSible, eStabliSh diStrict 
SyStemS, Such aS heating and 
cooling, to Share utilitieS and 
reSourceS

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET
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end noteS: environment
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[6] SuStaining the harbourfront

toolbox of StrategieS

reconnection - activation - identity - environment



urban mobility:  

barriers:  

access: 

enhance public transit 
connections between the 
harbour and the city

promote sustainable mobility 
networks, with priority for 
pedestrians and bicycles

celebrate connections across 
barriers or remove them 
altogether

connect new harbourfront 
development with existing city 
structure

use promenades to strengthen 
the pedestrian connection 
to water and harbourfront 
context

network public spaces and 
amenities together along the 
water edge 

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

built environment

new users

public amenities

development should be 
human-scale development, 
with attention to climate and 
context

destination buildings should 
be public in function and 
contribute to the public realm

mixed-use  development with 
variety of living and working 
spaces attracts diverse users

temporary events and 
attractions can attract a 
greater variety of user groups 
and visitors

variety public  ‘green’ and ‘blue’ 
amenities, such as parks and 
swimming facilities, should be 
used to attract users

outdoor space should offer 
opportunities to exercise 
promoting healthy lifestyles
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heritage + reuse

existing users

brand identity

integrate traces of the 
historical context into new 
development guidelines

encourage preservation or 
adaptive-reuse of existing port 
structures 

integrate existing 
‘characteristic’ port users 
into new development, keeping 
harbourfront diverse and 
active

branding can help focus 
visions and goals, creating and 
strengthening identity

branding can help attract 
attention and public support 
for a harbourfront project

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

FISH MARKET

restoration

sustainable systems

protection

implement thorough clean-up 
strategies to purify land and 
water

insure new harbour 
development is environmentally 
appropriate and does disrupt 
natural cycles

take precautionary measures 
to protect development from 
flooding and natural disasters

integrate effective on-site storm 
water management strategies 
protect from storm surges

establish clear energy goals 
and guidelines early in the 
planning process 

if feasible, establish district 
systems, such as heating and 
cooling, to share utilities and 
resources
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[b]
part b: analySiS

Site + context - Site analySiS -  maSterplan evaluation
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Site +context

hiStory - climate - development
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[8] Site + context

Copenhagen is the cosmopolitan capital city of Denmark. Founded in the 11th century, 

Copenhagen (derived from ‘Merchant’s Harbour’) has evolved a medieval maritime 

town into a low and dense urban metropolis with a population of 1.8 million inhabitants.1 

Copenhagen is now made up of a multitude of districts, each with their own character, 

with good contact to green and blue spaces. Copenhagen is also well-known for its 

extensive bicycle networks and almost 36% of the inhabitants bicycle to work or school 

(see ‘Connections’ working examples). Copenhagen has repeatedly been recognized as 

one of the cities with the best quality of life, as well as one of the most environmentally 

friendly cities in the world.2 

copenhagen, denmarK
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Since the 1980’s port operations have been moving out of the city’s urban port to locations 

outside the city, which has opened up waterfront land to redevelopment.3 Copenhagen has 

since been actively developing its harborfront with new residential, commercial and cultural 

facilities (some which have been used as case studies in this project). Marmormolen, the 

chosen site for this project, forms part of the Copenhagen’s north eastern harbour - an 

harbour area which is in the process of significant urban development, transforming from 

industrial port space to new urban living and working districts. 

Site: marmormolen

Marmormolen (or “Marble Quay” in English) is an approximately 420m x 170m (1400ft 

x 560ft) long quay, which today contains 5 buildings, largest of which is a storage 

warehouse used by the United Nations. The warehouse stores the worldwide stock of the 

‘United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund’ (UNICEF) for which the quay 

has become known for.  The quay is currently part of the port and is a restricted area, 

meaning that public access is prohibited. Marmormolen exhibits the typical post-industrial 

port characteristics - an industrial landscape, cut-off from the city and closed to the public 

and offers a good context for this project.

marmormolen

marmormolen

nordbaSSinet langelinie
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hiStory of marmormolen

Marmormolen was created in the late 1800’s for the purpose of industry and manufacturing. 

The quay was created using land reclamation techniques and was part of the same port 

expansion as Nordre Frihavn, the port area to the north. Marmormolen was named after 

a stone masonry that was established on the quay in 1895, and was the first industrial 

company in the northern port area. The stone masonry filled most of the quay producing 

stone products from large limestone blocks to gravestones.4 The company continues 

today in a much smaller facility at the tip of Marmormolen, however bulk of the marble 

work was cleared from the quay during the 1980s. Since then the quay today holds a large 

warehouse used by the UN.

hiStoric illuStration of the area

marmormolen
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copenhagen

denmarK

copenhagen, denmarK

1km500m0

copenhagen
city center

Site



site context:

500m0

marmormolen
[unicef]

nordhavnen
[port use] 

østerbro
[urban mixed-use

district]

langelinie
[commercial use]

amerika plads
[urban mixed-use

district]

500m0

land use:

dfds
[cruise ship 

terminal

site

infrastructure barriers
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climate

Denmark has an ‘oceanic temperate climate’ and experiences seasonal changes from 

summer to winter of about 20ºC (36ºF).5 Winter temperatures can stay around 0ºC (32ºF) 

creating freeze and thaw conditions. Despite the cold and dark winters, outdoor public life 

continues into the winter. Copenhagen is know for its strong prevailing south west winds 

which allow excellent conditions for harnessing wind energy. As a result, 18.9% (2008) 

of Denmark’s energy is generated from wind power.6 Copenhagen is at 55º 40’ N latitude 

and experiences significant changes in daylight hours between summer and winter. As a 

result day lighting is very important in the built environment, indoors and out. Minimizing 

shadows on public space is important for good solar exposure on outdoor environments. 

climate data:

CLIMATE CONDITIONS

- supplier of 50% of the energy in DK - therefore also 1/3 of the CO2 in DK
  
The now/future for DONG:

- invest in new ways to invest and the distribution of sustainable energy sources as - 
   windpower and geothermal power /
   sunenergy and wave power

- new methodes of incineration of biomass and gabage

TEMPERATURE IN COPENHAGEN
summer (july) 

day   20,4 °
night  16,4 °

diff erence  8 °

winter (january) day   1,9 °
night  -2,0 °

diff erence 3,9 °

temperature sunshine precipitation

temperature sunshine precipitation

WINDROSE
COPENHAGEN
the whole year

GENERAL DEVELOPEMENT FOR 
THE CLIMATE IN DK 2100

- the annaul middle temperature will rise by  0,7-4,6° 
- only a small diff erence in the temperature rise between summer and winter
- precipitation in the winter will rise by 120-140%
- probably a smaller increase of the summer precipitation by 85-90% 
- more episodes with heavy rain
- heavy day-precipitation rise with 20% or more
- in the growing-season longer periods without precipitation
- a rise in western-winds       

Summer [july]
 _temperature 20.4ºc [day] 16.4ºc [night]
 _Sunshine  7.7 [hours/day]
 _precipitation 71mm
 _relitive humidity 71%

SourceS: dmi.dK

winter [december]
 _temperature 1.9ºc [day] -2ºc [night]
 _Sunshine  1.2 [hours/day]
 _precipitation 49mm 
 _relitive humidity 87%
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redevelopment viSionS

The UN recently requested that warehouse operations on Marmormolen be relocated 

elsewhere and that an quay be used to site a new UN international headquarters facility. 

The new facility will bring together a number of UN activities into a single building complex, 

which will require high security. The harborfront context will allow the building to be located 

on an ‘island’ fulfilling the security requirements making Marmormolen an ideal location.6

‘By og Havn’ (BH) (‘City and Port’ in English) decided to open Marmormolen to 

redevelopment. BH is a ‘public development corporation’ that was established in 2007 to 

oversee the redevelopment of Copenhagen’s harbour areas. The corporation is owned by 

the Municipality of Copenhagen (55%) and the State of Denmark (45%).7 In addition to the 

UN Headquarters, the quay will comprise of 150,000 m2, of development - 55,000 m2 of 

commercial space, up to 45,000 m2 for the new UN-Headquaters, 25,000 m2 of residential 

and 25,000 m2  of hotel.8

BH put forth development visions that the new district at Marmormolen will become, “...

an international city district at the waterfront”, which will, “...bring recreational urban life to 

the port and reconnect Ørsterbro to the water.”9  The continued presence of the UN will 

insure that Marmormolen’s image is linked to international activities. The BH’s visions also 

express a need for good urban spaces,  “Unique and functional public urban spaces are 

desired: spaces where people can experience the meeting between the ocean and the 

inner harbour areas against the backdrop of the city and where the layout of the urban 

spaces supports and promotes a variety of cultural activities that will make the area an 

attractive destination.” 10 

BH also want Marmormolen to become a ‘Sustainable City’, a term that is referred to as, 

“...not just a matter of environmental responsibility but also a matter of social diversity and 

added value. Consequently, urban development should be based on the following themes: 

‘An eco-friendly city’, ‘A vibrant city’,  ‘A city for everyone’,  ‘a city at the water, ‘A dynamic 

city and ‘A city with sustainable mobility.’11 It is clear that ‘sustainability’ is extended beyond 

environmental goals to include social, economic and mobility factors. 
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[9] Site analySiS

Marmormolen exhibits many of the characteristics of harborfront conditions: cut-off 

from the city by a series of infrastructures barriers, disconnected from the surrounding 

neighborhoods, and the potential to become a valuable asset to the city as a whole. This 

section will examine the site and its context as they are today and use the toolbox’s 

four categories: Connections, Activation, Identity and Environment, to produce design 

guidelines and suggestions for the development of the quay.

marmormolen and context

marmormolen



exisitng site
1:2000

nordhbassinet

marmormolen

nordhavn 
station
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[9a] connection analySiS

urban mobility

Nordhavn Station is an important transportation node serving the eastern part of the 

Ørsterbro district. Journeys from the city center take only 5 min, and its role in the 

reconnection of the port will be significant. The station is designed to serve Østerbro and 

entry and exit occur only the western side of the railway dam, offering no opening or 

connection eastwards to the port. Connecting this station more directly toward the port will 

provide many long term benefits for Marmormolen, as well as the future redevelopment 

of  Nordhavn.

Copenhagen already utilizes an established harbour bus system servicing the inner harbour. 

This system could be introduced to Marmormolen, as well as the future development 

at Nordhavn to offer direct connections to the city center and surrounding districts. The 

western edge of Nordbassinet could serve as a good location for a harbour bus stop as the 

Nordhavn Station lies adjacent to this edge on the other side of the coastal highway. Here 

a direct connection between the station and the harbour bus could be made, connecting 

an extending mobility network. Nordhavn is currently served by the municipal bus system, 

and Route 26 travels though the accessible parts of the harbour. This service should be 

expanded to make a stop on the site to offer an alternative to reduce vehicular traffic.

urban mobility
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barrierS

Marmormolen is cut off from the neighboring western district, Østerbro, by a 

series of infrastructural barriers, including an elevated four track railway ‘dam’ and 

‘Kalkbrænderihavnsgade’, a 4 lanes roadway. At present, connection across the barriers 

is offered with an underpass under the railway lines and then a pedestrian bridge over 

the coastal highway. As an underpass exists in the railway dam, the best reconnection 

would be to remove the overpass structure and create a traffic intersection, allowing direct 

movement between Marmormolen and Østerbro.

A northern connection to Nordhavn offers an opportunity to connect the edges of 

Nordbassinet linking the two quays together, allowing usage on all four sides. A connection 

here could increase the recreation potential, allowing walkers, joggers, runners to cross 

the basin as well as new places to sit and access the water. This connection would also 

offer new views of the ocean and quays. 

connection to øSterbro underpaSS and overpaSS

infraStructureal barrierS

water barrierS

connection to langelineconnection to nordhavn
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An eastern connection to Langelinie would link Marmormolen to Langelinie, a quay that 

runs along the inner harbour edge of Copenhagen. A connection here would give more 

direct access to the rest of the inner harbour and city center. This channel is regularly used 

for cruise ships bound for Norway and Poland. To pass under and creating a connection  

would have to be made at about 65m (213ft) to allow ships to pass under, or be able 

to open. However due to the frequency of large ships passing through this channel, an 

opening bridge might not be feasible. 

acceSS

The new networks on Marmormolen should express a clear hierarchy of streets and 

walkways to make way-finding simple and control circulation on the quay. A continuous 

promenade around the site should provide public access to the water’s edge as well as 

link amenities together. A promenade could increase the recreation potential of the quay, 

allowing walkers, joggers, runners to use the edge, as well as offer places to sit and 

access the water. 

To create a ‘walkable’ district pedestrians should be favoured over cars. Vehicles should 

be limited to main roads and there should be provided standard Copenhagen bicycle 

lanes on either sides. Side streets should be ‘shared surfaces’ to give pedestrians priority 

without limiting vehicular access, especially for deliveries and drop-off’s. There should 

be some street parking, however the majority of parking should be off streets, either in 

parking garages above ground or below. The parking regulation for Copenhagen is 1 

parking space and 3 bicycle parking spaces for every 200 m2  (2153 ft2) of floor area. 
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connection analySiS Summary

connect to nordhavn Station

introduce waterborne 
tranSportation

introduce a buS Stop on the 
Site

create a direct connection 
to øSterbro via exiSting 
underpaSS

maKe connectionS to 
neighboring quayS of 
langelinie and nordhavn

new mobility networKS 
Should favour pedeStrianS

eStabliSh a clear hierarchy 
for people, bicycleS, carS and 
Shared SurfaceS

[c] acceSS

[b] barrierS

[a] urban mobility

Shared Surface

vehicle acceSS

public promenade

nordhavn Station

new harbour buS Stop

new buS Stop
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[9b] activation analySiS

built environment

The new development at Marmormolen should follow and relate to existing urban fabric. 

In examining the surrounding neighbourhoods, Østerbro (west), Amerika Quay (south), 

Nordhavn (north) and Langelinie (east), the built environment are mixed-use urban blocks, 

characterized ‘by perimeter blocks’ with internal courtyards and range in heights of around 

4-7 stories, such is the case for Østerbro and Amerika Quay. The blocks are typically 

programmed with retail/service at the ground floors and apartments above. The courtyards 

could be private or publicly accessible and vehicular parking is underground or on side 

streets. Bicycles and public transportation are the preferred modes of mobility. Nordhavn 

and Langelinie are less densely built up. Nordhavn is still currently a working port, with 

commercial development along its northern edge. Langelinie is a 900m (2953ft) long quay 

with regularly spaced office buildings of 6-8 stories.  

ameriKa quay [South]

langelinie [eaSt]

nordhavn [north]

øSterbro [weSt]

Surrounding neighbourhoodS
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For Marmormolen, building forms should follow the mixed-use urban fabric that is 

characteristic of the surroundings. The layout of the built environment should pay attention 

to the climate and context, allowing good day-lighting and water views for living spaces 

and good solar exposure for public and green space. Attention should also be given to 

the prevailing winds from the south west, by preventing wind tunnels and limiting the 

turbulence created from tall buildings. ‘Destination buildings’, those with public functions 

such as arts, culture, should be placed towards the end of the quay to attract users through 

the development.

 
new uSerS

A mixed-use community with variety of living and working opportunities will attract a variety 

of users and ensure life outside business hours creating a lively community. Cultural 

attractions and events could aid in attracting users from the surrounding neighbourhoods 

to the water’s edge.There will be visitors to this quay, whether to go to the UN or coming 

from the adjacent cruise ship terminal. Visions want it to be a place for the surrounding 

neighbourhoods, as well as the residents. 

public amenitieS

Quality public spaces at the water’s edge and access to the water will be the greatest 

public asset for Marmormolen. Public amenities such as harborfront parks, opportunities 

to exercise and places to play will make the quay a destination for surrounding 

neighbourhoods. Nordbassinet, the water basin just north of the site, has greatest 

opportunities for recreational amenities and water access. The northern edge of the site, 

although not favourable in terms of sunlight, will be an attractive destination if allowed 

access to direct sun. Shaping the built environment in order to allows these areas access 

to direct sun will be a challenge. The eastern edge offers some attractive qualities such as 

panoramic views, however the south edge of the site faces the DFDS terminal and is cut 

off with a fence. 
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[9c] identity analySiS
heritage and reuSe

There is one building on Marmormolen that has been registered for its historical significance 

and brickwork ornament. The small three story building is called ‘Lodshuset’ (or ‘Pilot’s 

House’ in English) and was built in 1942 as a pilot and quarantine station.1 

exiSting uSerS

The UN will continue their presence on Marmormolen with new headquarters. The new 

building will play an important role for the quay’s identity. Much of the quay’s identity has 

come from the presence of the UN, and caters for international visitors with close access 

to the station, bicycle links to the city, as well as recreational amenities. 

unicef denmarK dfdS cruiSe Ship terminal

current uSerS

pilot building

regiStered building
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brand identity

The visions for Marmormolen see the quay as an international urban district that also 

has something for the surrounding districts. Meeting these desires will come with an 

understanding of the desired users. The ‘International City District’ vision speaks to 

the UN’s international identity and architecture. Supporting the UN and its visitors with 

amenities, such as close proximity to Nordhavn Station or hotels, will enhance the quay 

as an international place. 

Creating a ‘vibrant district by the water’ will require an inviting public realm with attractive 

amenities to attract users. Marmormolen’s greatest asset is its water access, especially 

Nordbassinet. Utilization of the waterfront edge by creating new and interesting ways to 

experience the harborfront will help Marmormolen attract users to the site.
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[9d] environment analySiS

reStoration

The entire site is located on reclaimed land. Fortunately, no polluting industries were 

located on Marmormolen and as a result, the site is clear of any pollution.  Currently 

the quay is almost void of any natural vegetation. Future landscaping will be limited to 

planters and imported topsoils. Natural grasses in the area could be used in landscaping. 

The water in Nordbassinet is of good quality. The design of any new canals should take 

into account the circulation of water as to not create any ‘dead-ends’ that could lower the 

water quality.

SuStainable SyStemS

Denmark is one of the leading countries utilizing renewable wind energy, with almost 20% 

of its energy consumption coming from wind. Energy for this development will be supplied 

in part by municipal energy, Copenhagen is ideal for wind energy and micro vertical wind 

turbines could be mounted on the roofs of various buildings. The visions for Marmormolen 

put forth environmental goals to create a sustainable development. This can be achieved 

with the implementation of district systems including heat, cooling for future building to follow 

environmental guidelines favouring sustainable systems, including processing of waste, 

collection of recycling and maximizing renewable energy opportunities. Marmormolen is 

a good candidate for SWAC systems. This technology would supplement the heating and 

cooling systems of new buildings, reducing the overall energy consumption of the quay. 

This technology has already been successful in other parts of Copenhagen’s harbour, 

including the Skuespilhuset (mentioned earlier).

protection

The water levels of Copenhagen’s harbour are quite stable and new construction at the 

harbour edge are designed for 2m (6.6ft) water-level increase over the next 100 years. At 

present, the fluctuation in water level is around 1m (3.28ft) but can experience high water 

levels of up to 1.6m (5.25ft).2 Although the flood potential is low for the site, storm water 

and run-off should be managed on-site with landscaping and permeable surfaces.
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maSterplan evaluation
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[8] Site analySiS

[10] maSterplan evaluation

The redevelopment of Marmormolen into a new urban district was master planned in 

2008 by Danish architects 3XN. This section will review and evaluate, using the toolbox 

strategies, how this master plan addressed the guidelines established in the Site Analysis. 

The master plan proposes some modifications to the quay - extension of the quay to the 

north (20 m (66 ft)) and east (50 m (164 ft)), as well as introduces new canals creating an 

island for the UN Headquarters and two other canals framing a residential area. Architects 

3XN divided the quay into five project developments, each with a different function.1  The 

five ‘development projects’ are as follows:

1. The LM Towers are two, 100 m (328 ft) high-rise office buildings, one on Marmormolen 

(M) and one on Langelinie (L), connected by 65 m (213 ft) high publicly accessible 

pedestrian and bicycle bridge. The enclosed bridge will span 160 m (525 ft) and make the 

difficult connection between the two quays without interfering with the ferry and cruise ship 

traffic which moves daily past the quays. 

2. The UN Headquaters is a large 6 story building that sits on an island at the end of the 

quay, surrounded by a 15 m (49 ft) wide canal.

3. A housing area consists of twelve apartment buildings, ranging in height from 3-6 

stories, that are placed on two peninsulas facing the Nordbassinet. The area will offer 300 

dwellings with views of either the canals or Nordbassinet. Parking for the dwellings will be 

underground, this same parking area will be shared for the UN Island.
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maSter plan by 3xn

exiSting

built environment programming
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houSing

un iSland

lm towerS

commercial

hotel

4. A commercial strip is a long building running along the southern edge of the site. Its form 

comes from an attempt to shield noise from the cruise ship terminal to the south of the site. 

The ground floor of the strip that faces the street will be service and retail.

5. A high-rise hotel will mark the entrance to Marmormolen with three towers ranging in 

height from 70m to 90m (230ft to 295ft). The hotel will hold approximately 650 rooms as 

well as conference facilities and restaurant.



master plan by 3xn architects
1:2000

promenade
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illustration : 3xn architects

apartments

apartments
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bridge 
connection
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[10a] connection evaluation

urban mobility

The master plan does not offer any new connections opportunities to link Nordhavn station 

better with the harbour, although there is provision of a pedestrian intersection across 

the coastal road, Kalkbrænderihavnsgade, leading to the existing underpass under the 

elevated railways. The master plan does not make any provisions for the Harbour Bus. 

The municipal bus system will stop on Kalkbrænderihavnsgade just outside the quay and 

not enter Marmormolen. 

barrierS

Connection to Østerbro is proposed by a pedestrian crossing over the roadway leading 

to the existing underpass under the railway. The removal of the steel overpass bridge 

will allow pedestrians and bicycles to cross at ground level increasing Marmormolen’s 

accessibility. Vehicles are prevented from utilizing this underpass to directly connect to the 

quay. There is no proposed connection to Nordhavn across Nordbassinet. It is however 

suggested that there will be a promenade along the western edge of Nordhassinet 

connecting to Nordhavn. The master plan limits future connection opportunities to link to 

this future development. Eastern connection to Langelinie is proposed by the ‘LM Towers’.  

The LM Towers will allow relatively easy connection for pedestrians and bicycles across 

the channel. 

acceSS

The UN island creates a barrier, disconnecting the waterfront promenade, from the 

residential area to the eastern tip, limiting public access to Nordbassinet. As a result, the 

eastern tip becomes an uninviting isolated area. The street’s zigzag layout is designed to 

reduce the speed of vehicles. The street ends at a round about, allowing cars and taxi’s 

to drop off people outside the LM Towers.  The road does continue as a shared surface to 

reach the buildings in front of the LM Towers. Workers are directed into covered parking 

on the first 2 floors of the ‘commercial strip’, whilst residents are directed into underground 

parking under the residential area. 
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[10b] activation evaluation
built environment

The built environment is divided into five different ‘development projects’. The project are 

grouped according to functions, which breaks the mixed-use typologies of the surrounding 

districts. The scale of buildings proposed, especially the hotel at 90 m (295 ft) and the 

LM Towers at 100 m (328 ft), are very tall for the context of Copenhagen, a city with very 

few high-rises. These buildings create an uneven height distribution along the quay. As 

both buildings are to be ‘iconic’ they may compete with each other as the rest of the 

development is six stories and below. Some buildings, especially the housing area have 

been layout to ensure good day-lighting as well as views of the canals or Nordbassinet, 

as well as good solar exposure for the green space in between and the promenade on the 

northern edge. 

new uSerS

The master plan suggests a ‘mono-functional’ layout that separates and groups like 

functions together. This layout creates additional challenges for creating a ‘vibrant urban 

district’. The UN Island and commercial strip will be empty and deserted after business 

hours. The absence of people will creating an unwelcoming and unsafe atmosphere at 

night. There are few offerings to keep residents or hotel visitors out at night, creating an 

unbalance in day and night time activity.  People are attracted by other people, redistributing 

the functions and increasing the residents will create a more lively district and become 

more attractive to the surrounding districts. 

public amenitieS

3XN use the security requirements of UN island as an opportunity to introduce canals 

to the site, increasing the waterfront opportunities for residents and the public. There 

are access points and steps to the water at the ends of the canals, which could allow 

recreational use of the blue space. The eastern tip of the quay is reserved for a public 

park. Although its hidden and isolated location, the park could create opportunities to jog 

or stroll. The promenade on Nordbassinet has a small marina, although few recreational 

amenities, such as cafes, parks or sports, will limit the use to mainly the residents. 
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[10c] identity evaluation

heritage + reuSe

The Pilot Building has been kept and integrated into the master plan. Its use as an 

administrative building will continue. All other structure on the quay will be demolished 

and there are no plans to introduce temporary use of buildings during construction. Other 

references to the history of Marmormolen, such as the marble and stone works that 

occurred on the site have not been referenced. This could have been a missed opportunity 

to link the past with the future, but at least the history will remain in the quay’s name. 

exiSting uSerS

It has been decided that the UNICEF warehouse facilities will be moved to a new location 

on the out skirts of neighboring Nordhavn. The UN Island will continue and strengthen the 

identity of the quay’s association with the UN. The master plan includes a large hotel at 

the entrance to the quay, which will cater to visitors to the UN as well as those neighboring 

DFDS Terminal. 

branding

‘The international city district’ vision is strengthened with the three iconic buildings planned 

for the site, the LM Towers, the hotel and the UN Island. The lack of tall buildings in 

Copenhagen mean that the LM Towers, with their unique connecting pedestrian bridge 

will be able to be seen from a great distance, and truly stand out as a landmark for 

Marmormolen as well as for the city of Copenhagen.

‘Vibrant urban district by the water’ vision is less convincing in this master plan. The City of 

Copenhagen hopes that Marmormolen would become an asset to the people of Østerbro 

and a chance for them to access the waterfront, however there are few amenities that 

cater to public. Green spaces are isolated and the lack of a continuous promenade limits 

the access to water. 
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[10d] environment evaluation

reStoration

This master plan introduces a variety of green spaces, from semi-private gardens for 

the apartments to a public harbour park. New canals are introduced which increase the 

waterfront edge. Two of the canals however, create dead ends which could lower the 

water quality at the interior of the site.

SuStainable SyStemS

BH has put forth high environmental standards for the energy performance of the 

landmark buildings. The buildings should meet the Danish ‘Energy Class 1 Construction’, 

which means each building must use below 50 kWh per square meter a year.3 As far as 

district systems, feasible technologies such as sea water cooling or ground-source heat 

exchange, will not be implemented. However these technologies might be integrated at a 

building scale.  

protection

The new development will follow regulations set by the City of Copenhagen. Development 

occurs at 3m (9.8ft) above sea-level, 1 metre clear of the 2m flood mark. Drainage systems 

follow the City’s building code, no additional measures were taken to protect the quay from 

storm water run-off, sea-level rise or flooding. 
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quay modification

[11] alternate maSter plan
This proposal creates two new islands out of the northern edge of Marmormolen. The 

western island holds the UN headquarters and the eastern one, housing. These islands 

are ‘hugged’ by an urban mixed/use peninsular. The earth from the canal excavation is 

re-used in the creation of a new mixed-use island in Nordbassinet.

exiSting propoSed
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urban mobility

nordhavn Station

Integration of Nordhavn Station is important for accessibility for the development of 

Marmormolen and the future development of Nordhavn. Mass transportation by train is an 

important mode of transportation in Copenhagen and linking the station to the harborfront 

will become a new gateway to the new harborfront districts. In this proposal, the station 

is integrated via a new entrance way that opens to the east. This gesture welcomes the 

public to the harborfront at the eastern edge of Nordbassinet.

harbour buS Stop

As discussed in the case studies, waterborne transportation can become an important 

mean of linking new harborfront development to the rest of the city, as well as other parts of 

the harbour. This proposal integrates a new harbour bus stop to link not only Marmormolen 

to the city of Copenhagen, but also the future development of Nordhavn. The bus stop is 

located a short walk from the new eastern Nordhavn Station entrance, allowing users to 

conveniently change between train and harbour bus. 
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municipal buS line

The proposal makes provisions for a bus line to pass through Marmormolen and on to 

Nordhavn via the new connection across Nordbassinet. The new bus line will make one 

stop on Marmormolen and one on the new Nordbassinet Island (next to the new harbour 

bus stop). The new bus stops will be able to bring visitors, residents and workers right to 

the harborfront. 

bicycle networK

The proposal makes bicycling a natural choice for convenient transportation. All roads are 

equipped with 2m (6.6ft) wide bicycle lanes in both directions. Bicycles are allowed on 

all shared surfaces and promenades, although pedestrians will be given priority. Bicycle 

parking will be available for all buildings following Copenhagen’s 1.5 parking spaces per 

100m2 (1076ft2) of floor space.1
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barrierS

weSter connection to øSterbro

The proposal offers two new connections to Østerbro, one connection via Nordhavn 

Station as mentioned before and another by the re-linking of Nordre Frihavnsgade to 

Marmormolen. 

The new eastern entrance of Nordhavn Station will open up to a plaza area in front of 

Kalkbrænderihavnsgade. This new entrance will help overcome the psychological barrier 

the railway dam creates. It for the safety of those using the station at night, there will be 

good lighting on the plaza and outdoor areas. A new pedestrian intersection, controlled 

with traffic lights, will allow the flow of people and bicycles to cross the road at ground 

level and to reach the western edge of Nordbassinet. There, a harbour promenade will 

allow movement to Nordhavn in the north or Marmormolen in the south. A bridge will allow 

connection to a promenade on the new Nordbassinet Island. 

Nordre Frihavnsgade will now continue under the existing underpass and meet  

Kalkbrænderihavnsgade  with a new intersection. Nordre Frihavnsgade will then continue 

onto Marmormolen. A new intersection will allow vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles to 
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cross Kalkbrænderihavnsgade and move easily between Østerbro and Marmormolen. 

eaStern connection to langeline

The connection to Langelinie will be made with LM towers in a similar fashion to those 

suggested by 3XN Architects. The publicly accessible pedestrian and bicycle bridge will 

connect the two towers at 65m (213ft) above ground.  

northern connection to nordhavn

A new north-south roadway creates direct connection between Nordhavn and 

Marmormolen.  The roadway crosses Nordbassinet with two bridges that connect via the 

new Nordbassinet Island. The bridges allow for the movement of people and vehicles and 

include dedicated bicycle lanes. The southern bridge will slope to clear 5m (16ft) so it will 

be possible to open allowing a 15m (50ft) clearance for houseboats. The northern bridge 

will clear 2.5m (8ft), allowing smaller recreational boats to pass under. The new road will 

meet the existing street network on Nordhavn and link to Jernvej.

Southern connection to ameriKa quay 

Although it is not possible to connect directly to Amerika Plads - the southern distinct, 

as the DSDF Terminal occupies the space inbetween. This proposal however, allows for 

the future possibility of connecting these two districts in the event of the Terminal being 

relocated elsewhere. This opportunity is achieved by placing a road along the southern 

edge of the site, which could be linked to by a future connecting road.
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acceSS

promenadeS

A continuous and uninterrupted public promenade network runs along the harborfront edge 

and throughout the site (with the exception of the UN Island). The promenade connects all 

public spaces and amenities varies in width from 5m to 10m (16ft-33ft). The promenades 

allow various types of movement from walking and jogging to bicycling and roller-blading. 

Public seating is provided offering places to pause and water access is offered at various 

locations, especially along the inner canals. 

Shared SurfaceS

Shared surfaces - streets that allow mixture of movement but give priority to pedestrians 

- occur throughout the eastern half of Marmormolen. It is planned that the only vehicle 

entering this zone will be residents’ personal vehicles, taxi’s for the hotel, visitors to the 

Bathhouse, and service vehicles (delivery vehicles, garbage collection trucks etc). Majority 

of the users on Marmormolen will circulate on foot or via bicycle, especially since through 

coming from Langelinie can only do so by foot or bicycle.  Visitors and hotel guests will be 

encouraged to bicycle and ‘City Bikes’ will be available for free use. 
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Short-cutS

‘Short-cuts’ are publicly accessible foot paths that allow quick connections through 

developed areas. This technique allows a east-west internal connection, through the 

mixed-use urban blocks, to connect the parking house and hotel, the offices to the LM 

Towers. These short-cuts also increase the ‘walkability’ of the area, making the quay more 

accessible. 

vehicular movement and parKing

Main vehicular thoroughfare is limited to the western half of Marmormolen and directed 

across Nordbassinet to Nordhavn. New (2010) parking regulations for the City of 

Copenhagen require 1 parking space for every 200m2 of built floor area. To meet this 

a new road running along the southern edge of the site will offer 80 on-street parking 

spaces, as well as access to an above-ground parking garage behind the hotel at the 

south-western corner of the site (260 parking spaces). Parking for the UN Island will be 

offered at this parking garage, as no vehicles are allowed on the island.

The City’s visions suggest that parking on the quay should be placed underground to limit 

the presence of vehicles in the public realm. In following this, the proposal provides below 

ground parking under the M Tower (80 parking spaces). Residential below ground parking 

under the waterfront apartments (200 parking spaces) and below the canal housing 

complex on the new Nordbassinet Island (90 parking spaces). 
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built environment

Scale and denSity

The proposal relates to the surrounding context with a low, but dense urban structure. 

Building heights in general are around 3-6 stories, with the exemption of taller the LM 

Towers and two hotels, and lower house boats. The urban blocks are broken down into 

various smaller buildings, providing a varied built environment. This proposal aims to be 

a walking district and buildings area shaped to protect from wind, but allow good solar 

exposure, and minimal shading on public spaces. Ground floors that face the street are 

programmed with service and retail functions to add life to the area. 

The LM Tower’s concept of ‘two towers connected by a pedestrian bridge’ is included in 

this proposal, however in this case towers will have different heights. The ‘M’ tower on 

Marmormolen will be a shorter tower at 65 m and sits on a four story podium to break 

the scale down at street level. The roof of which will feature the pedestrian bridge that 

will then connect to the ‘L’ tower on Langelinie, which will be taller, at 100 m (328ft). The 

difference in heights creates a better relationship to Marmormolen in terms of scale, whilst 

still allowing the pedestrian and bicycle bridge crossing at 65m (213ft). 
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architectural variety

In an effort to make Marmormolen as inviting to a wide group of residents and workers, the  

proposal offers a wide variety of living and working spaces and typologies. Living options 

range from mixed-use urban apartments to canal houses to house boats. This variety 

attempts to utilize the harborfront context by offering new ways to live close to water, whilst 

at the same time offering a rich urban fabric.

The new island in Nordbassinet is programmed with canal row housing, a typology inspired 

by traditional (as well as recent) Dutch waterfront housing. In this case stacked two story 

row houses extend on stilts out of the northern edge of the island. The row houses on the 

island are three stories and open on to a semi private green space. Along the promenade 

are three stories of stacked apartments with commercial space on the ground floor. 

Parking for this island is partially underground, with entrance from the eastern end. On 

the southern edge of the island is a houseboat community. Houseboats are included in 

this proposal because they offer a unique water-based typology to the harborfront which 

contributes to the port atmosphere. The eastern part of the island ends with a Common 

Pavilion and public square. 

On Marmormolen, the southern side of the canal is programmed with a strip of mixed-use 

urban blocks with service/retail ground floors. This typology is similar to those commonly 

found in Copenhagen, however in this case the internal courtyards have been publicly 

accessible and the block has been broken into smaller buildings. The smaller buildings will 

form an urban block, but will allow architectural variety of facades and expressions. This 

technique has been tried in various urban developments and it creates a more visually 

interesting and dynamic urban block (see the ‘Tjuvholmen’ working example). This could 

be accomplished by assigning different architects to design parts of the same urban block, 

whilst following an overall design guideline for the urban block. 

The northern side of the canal is more residential, although there are service/retail space on 

some of the ground floors, as well as opportunities for flexible work spaces. The apartment 

buildings are organized in ‘bars’ running perpendicular to Nordbassinet, allowing good 
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views for all residents to the Nordbassinet, whilst allowing good solar exposure on the 

semi-private green space in between. 

deStination buildingS

Destination buildings have been chosen to offer amenities for the desired users of the 

Marmormolen and the new Nordbassinet Island. These include a Common Pavilion, 

Fitness Spa and the LM Towers, placed at prominent locations to attract users to all parts 

of the site. These buildings offer a community function and create opportunities to bring 

people together, residents and visitors. 

When these buildings are not open, additional ‘free’ uses make them still an attractive 

destination. The southern facade of the Community Pavilion has a small amphitheater 

and staircase leading to a publicly accessible roof. With great solar exposure year-round 

the amphitheater and adjacent public square offer good place to ‘hang out’ at the harbour. 

The rooftop offers viewpoint, giving fantastic panoramic views of the Nordbassinet, 

Marmormolen, Nordhavn and out to sea. The Community Pavilion is also located next 

to the Harbour bus stop, enhancing it as a destination. The Fitness Spa sits at the tip of 

Marmormolen, surrounded by water on three sides. In front of the building is a kayak rental 

kiosk and a small park with steps down to the water. Here there will be opportunities to 

also take in the view, as well as sit by the water or launch a kayak. The high visibility of 

the LM Towers will insure an attraction of visitors and residents alike, whether for the view, 

or for practical access reasons to reach Langelinie. The LM Towers will have 24hr public 

access to the pedestrian bridge.
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new uSerS

reSidentS

In an effort to make Marmormolen inviting to a wide group of residents, the proposal 

offers a variety of living spaces, from houseboats to urban mixed-use apartments. A rich 

variety in housing sizes allows Marmormolen to appeal to a wider demographic including 

families with children, singles and couples, to young adults and retirees. Amenities for 

residents include kindergarten, supermarket, semi-private green courtyards, underground 

and street parking, opportunities to exercise year-round at the bathing house and close 

access to a variety of transportation.

worKerS

The ‘International city district’ vision for the quay places importance on commerce and 

office space. Although LM Towers will be a great facilitator of office space, the proposal 

offers a variety of work spaces to attract a wide variety of business. Flexible office space 

for medium to large business will be facilitated in the southern mixed-use area of the 

master plan. This office space will also shelter the residents to the north from noise 

associated with the cruise ship terminal. The ground floors of the mixed use area facing 
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the extended Nordre Frihavnsgade offer retail and service space. Cafes, supermarkets, 

doctors or dentists, banks etc. will be accommodated here. 

Other work spaces will be offered as ‘hybrid’ space, also known as ‘Small Office Home 

Office’ (SOHO) is offered on ground floor of the waterfront apartments on the northern 

side of the canal, as well as the canal row houses. These SOHO apartments can be 

internally modified to become either a home or an office, or both. This strategy offers 

extended flexibility of use for the development, as well as allowing small businesses or 

studios, such as architectural or design practices, so be located in new upcoming areas. 

viSitorS

Besides recreational and leisure amenities, the proposal offers other activities to attract 

a city-wide interest in Marmormolen. The Community Pavilion located at the tip of 

Nordbassinet Island will host a variety of community functions, including meetings, parties, 

talks and lectures. The Common house will also contain restaurant and cafe, with outdoor 

seating. Its prominent location and great sun will be an attraction for locals and those from 

the surrounding neighborhoods. 

The Community Pavilion opens out onto a public square. This square can be used for a 

number of temporary events and activities including craft, farmers markets or art exhibits.

The sloped roof allows seating for outdoor music and theatre performances, films (with 

a temporary film screen) or just sitting and sun bathing. This public space could attract 

locals and visitors alike, creating opportunities to socialize and bring the public to the 

water’s edge.

On the eastern edge of Nordbassinet a Visitor Information Center. The Center will 

contain a graphic exhibit, as well as a physical scale model displaying the development 

of Marmormolen and future Nordhavn. The center will be up-to-date with developments, 

architectural competitions and provide visitors with information. The Center will also host 

harbor tours - an already popular visitor activity, and access to ‘City Bikes’, Copenhagen’s 

free bike sharing system. 
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public amenitieS

green Space

The proposal offers a variety of green space, ranging from public parks to private roof-

top terraces. Public green spaces will occur along the eastern and southern edge of 

Nordbassinet, semi-private green space is programmed in courtyards of the canal row 

housing and waterfront apartments. Private green space will be on roof-top terraces of the 

waterfront apartments and mixed-use area. 

As there is no natural vegetation on Marmormolen and the reclaimed land is of poor 

soil quality, new green space will be limited and unable support a large amount of 

trees. The proposal maximizes the opportunities to utilize natural soils, so the eastern 

edge of Nordbassinet is programmed with a public harborfront park. Green space on 

Marmormolen and the Nordbassinet Island will occur in courtyards, which are the roofs of 

underground parking garages, and larger vegetation will be supported in planter boxes. 

The built environment around these areas follow for maximized solar exposure on green 

space. Other pockets of green space will occur through out Marmormolen, such as the 

area around the Pilot Building.
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SportS and health

The proposal creates opportunities to exercise. A  continuous harborfront promenade offers 

an attractive walking, cycling and jogging route for the public. The promenade connects a 

variety of year-round sporting opportunities, including a kindergarten playground, sports 

park to and Fitness Spa.

A sports park and club house are programmed in the north-west corner of Nordbassinet. The 

sports park offers a grass playing field, a multi-use hardscape court and some skateboard 

ramps. The hardscape court is equiped with goals and basketball nets and can be used for 

a number of sport including handball (popular in Denmark), basket ball, ‘indoor’ football or 

roller hockey. At the tip of Marmormolen is a ‘Fitness Spa’, which contains a sauna, fitness 

gym and indoor swimming pool. This facility offers opportunities to exercise year-round 

and will attract users from Marmormolen, especially visitors to the neighboring boutique 

hotel. Its prominent location will bring life year-round to the tip of the quay.

blue Space

There are many ways to get close to water. The promenade along Nordbassinet as well as 

the inner canal has steps down at various points to allow people to sit close to the water. 

Outside the Common House and in front of the Fitness Spa are stepped seating which 

lead right into the water. 

On the southern edge of Nordbassinet is a small marina which can hold approximately 

40 sailboats. The marina also offers a small club house in the ground floor of one of 

the waterfront apartments, which includes showers, toilets and a common room. The 

slips are reserved for residents, as the Svanemøllen Havn, one of the biggest marina’s 

in Denmark with 1.100 berths, is only a kilometer away. In front of the Fitness Spa is a 

kayak rental kiosk and launch ramp. Kayaking has become quite popular in other parts of 

Copenhagen’s harbors and its a great way to get in the water and explore the area, offers 

a unique harborfront experience. 
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heritage and re-uSe

Heritage and Re-Use:
- The quay is has few original buildings left, however
 there is a building that is registered on the heritage
 list and has to remain. This building could be used
 to house a small museum displaying the history of the
 quay as a marble processing area. A majority of
 Copenhagen’s marble building products was made on
 this quay, as well as grave stones etc. 
- The original shape of Marmormolen and the
 Nordbassinet are more or less retained, however new
 canals and an island are introduced.

re-uSe

The Pilot’s Building is retained in this proposal and will continue its function as an 

administrative building. The building will be surrounded by a new green space and street 

parking. As Nordhavn will become the next harbor area to be developed, there could be 

opportunities to temporarily reuse the warehouses on the northern edge of Nordbassinet 

before construction begins over the next few years. A short term lease could be offered 

for use such as artist work studios, bringing life to the harbor before development begins.

‘marble’ hiStoric legacy

Paying tribute the quay’s history as a site of marble product production the proposal 

suggests that marble (and other stone materials historically used on the site) could be 

introduced into the landscape detailing along the inner canal. 
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exiSting uSerS

un headquarterS

As existing and future users the UN Headquarters will continue to contribute to the identity 

of Marmormolen. The building will sit on an island as required by the City and one bridge 

will connect it to the rest of Marmormolen. The UN Island marks the entrance to the quay 

and sits towards Nordbassinet. The UN will be visible to the city as well as those passing 

by, by train and car in the same way that the UNICEF Warehouse has done. The UN will 

also be close to other amenities, such as Nordhavn Station and the two hotels on the 

quay. As vehicular access is prohibited on the UN Island, parking for the island will be 

offered in the parking house, located a short walk away.
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brandingFuture Identity
- The international focus of the quay will make
 sustainable planning and development a focus,
 Marmormolen will become the gateway to the
 new Nordhavnen development which will be a CO2
 neutral development. 
- Attractive harborfront living, working and playing
 through low-rise mixed use development, consistent
 with the scale and character of Copenhagen.
- A number of iconic buildings will be on the site, the LM
 project and the UN building.

‘international city diStrict’  viSion

In addition to visitors to the UN Headquarters, the neighboring terminal brings visitors to 

Copenhagen from Norway daily and Poland once a week. Visitors who stay over night are 

a potential user group and can add to the public life on Marmormolen. The proposal will 

offer two types accommodation, a hotel at the entrance to Marmormolen and a boutique at 

the tip of the quay. The new eastern entrance to Nordhavn Station shortens the distance 

and increases the accessibility for visitors, and the route is now a pleasant walk along the 

water’s edge. Other attractions that could appeal to international visitors could include the 

Visitor Information Center, offering harbor tours by boat and by bicycle or the LM Towers 

for their iconic appeal, or the Common Pavilion for a coffee by the water. 

‘vibrant diStrict by the water’ viSion

This walkable, mixed-use and human-scaled development, together with its many 

public amenities, including sports facilities, waterfront cafes and restaurants, parks and 

promenades, will help create a attractive and vibrant atmosphere for a variety of users 

and visitors. The new connections to Langeline, Østerbro and the future city at Nordhavn, 

will insure the quay becomes an important node in Copenhagen’s coastal development.
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reStoration

new green Space

The western edge of Nordbassinet is the original coastline and not reclaimed land, 

which increases the chances that the soil quality will be able to support a larger amount 

of vegetation. It is here that a harborfront park is proposed. Other new green spaces 

on Marmormolen and Nordbassinet Island are sod roofs (or green roofs) above the 

underground parking houses. Where possible plants that are native to the area will be 

used.

iSlandS and canalS

The islands and canals introduced by this proposal are done so to allow good water 

circulation through and around Nordbassinet to maintain the good water quality. 
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SuStainable SyStemS

energy

This master plan seeks to create a development with high environmental standards. 

This begins with minimizing energy consumption of all buildings through energy efficient 

building design, maximizing renewable energy opportunities and utilizing low-energy 

district heating and cooling systems. Energy will also be saved through vertical wind 

turbines, computerized energy management systems and the specification of alternative 

low-energy products, such as energy-efficent appliances and LED lighting.

heating and cooling

The need for heating and cooling is minimized through building orientation and site 

planning. The majority of buildings are designed on north/south orientation to minimize the 

amount of direct southern exposure (especially in summer), whilst the average building 

depths of 12 m (40 ft) allows good day-lighting of spaces from eastern and western 

exposure.  Additional external shading devices will allow user control over solar exposure 

during the summer months. Buildings will be heavily insulated for Denmark’s temperate 

climate, which ranges in temperature from around 0°C (32°F) in winter to 20°C (68°F) in 
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summer. Buildings are laid out to meet the prevailing south westerly winds at 45° to allow 

good passive cross ventilation. Office buildings will use atriums to create stack ventilation 

in the summer months. 

Cool buildings will utilize sea water from the harbor for most of year, and cold ground water 

from the lime stone aquifer below the site in the summer months. A small district network 

will service the buildings on Marmormolen. The canal housing on Nordbassinet Island will 

not use any mechanical cooling systems. The site conditions allow for geothermal heating 

as the principle heating source and supplemented with the municipal district heating 

system.2

waSte

Recycling of consumer waste will be collected in ‘collection rooms’ located in every 

building. Recyclable waste will be separated into categories, such as paper, metal, glass 

and plastic, and then collected and delivered to recycling companies. 

water

Rooftops will be utilized for the heating of water and the collection of rain water. Water 

consumption is reduced through the use of resource-saving installations, including low 

flush-toilets and air mixer taps. Rain water will be collected from roof tops and stored 

in cisterns located in the basements of the buildings. This water will then be used to 

supplement the irrigation of the green spaces. Rooftops will be equipped with solar thermal 

arrays to supplement the heating water for the buildings.
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protection
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Storm water management

The master plan is developed above the 100 year flood line and although the threat of 

flooding is low in Copenhagen, measures have been taken to insure the control of excess 

rain water run-off. Hard surfaces and roof tops are minimized and rain water that is not 

collected and re-used from the roof tops of various buildings, will be absorbed on site 

through green roofs, green spaces and permeable street surfaces. Green roofs are able to 

retain rain water and allow evaporation, minimizing run-off. In most cases, parking garages 

contain sod roofs (which then become the green space for housing areas) and shared 

surfaces are loose paved, allowing percolation of rainwater into the ground. 

StrategieS:

development occurS 
above 100 flood level 
of 2m above Sea level

Storm water run-off iS 
managed  on Site
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